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Variability in human performance is observable in any given task, in which abundant movement 
patterns, forms, and strategies can be used. Even during quiet standing we continuously sway 
around a central equilibrium point without ever remaining perfectly still (Kouzaki & Masani, 
2012). Similarly, in repetitive tasks such as walking, we never repeat a step exactly the same 
way as the previous one (Stergiou and Decker 2011). Interestingly, in complex movements 
such as guitar playing the levels of variability that are used during task performance change 
as a function of the skill level of the musician with experts having access to more behavioral 
options than novices (Heijink and Meulenbroek 2002).
 Movement variations form essential prerequisites for flexibility and adaptability and 
give, therefore, important information about the maintenance of the health of the system 
(Harbourne and Stergiou 2009). In fact, it has been suggested that such inherent variability 
could have a beneficial role, in the sustained execution of the same task, for the prevention 
of overuse injuries (Bartlett et al. 2007;  Hamill et al. 2012). In occupational contexts, where 
highly repetitive movements are performed every day and for prolonged periods of time, 
investigating the relationship between motor variability, performance and risks of overuse 
injuries such as work-related musculoskeletal disorders (MSDs) is highly relevant. 
 In this introduction of my thesis, I will first discuss several concepts and techniques 
used to measure variability in repetitive movements. I also propose how using alternative 
and advanced data-analysis methods may extend our understanding of movement variability. 
Subsequently, I will explain why motor variability is important in occupational contexts. 
Finally, I will describe various factors in the work environment that may influence variability 
and therefore, have an impact on the risk for MSDs.
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MOVEMENT VARIABILITY: WHAT IS IT AND HOW IS IT MEASURED?
Movement variability refers to the intrinsic variation which occurs across repetitions of the 
same movement. Bernstein (1967) used an expression ‘repetition without repetition’ to 
emphasize that even though we think that we can repeat a specific movement, it can never 
be repeated exactly in the same way twice due to the rich patterns of movements that the 
human system is capable of producing.
Historical perspective on movement variability
Our understanding of the role of movement variability in human motor control has changed 
considerably over time. These changes and the controversy about the role of variability are 
closely linked to the methodology used.
 Traditionally variability was considered as noise superimposed upon a signal (Newel and 
Corcos, 1993). The focus of this approach was to quantify the amount of variability associated 
with the movement of interest, in terms of linear statistical measures (e.g. standard deviation). 
Such measures provide a description of the amount of magnitude around a central point, 
and contain very limited information on how the motor control system responds to changes. 
Therefore an increase in variability i.e. deviation from the mean, was seen as error or 
undesirable behavior, and was related to a decrease in motor performance as compared to a 
small amount of variability.
 The dynamical system theory (DST) subsequently emphasized the idea that variability is 
not undesirable noise but might be related to the flexibility of the system and has a functional 
role in motor development and skill acquisitions. In fact, the DST proposes that biological 
systems self-organize according to environmental, biomechanics and morphological 
constraints to find the most stable solution for producing a given movement (Kelso, 1995; 
Stergiou and Decker,2011). According to this theory, when variability increases and reaches 
a specific critical point, the system becomes unstable and switches to a new, more stable 
movement pattern. This proposition introduced the idea that a substantial reduction 
of movement variability may reveal a rigid, inflexible motor behavior with inadequate 
adaptability (Stergiou et al., 2006). 
 Variations from one repetition to the next are not random, but show a hidden temporal 
structure (Dingwell and Cusumano, 2000),  therefore, it becomes important to capture 
how exactly human movement variability evolves over time. In contrast to linear measures 
such as end-point variability (Chapters 2 and 4) and cycle-to-cycle variability i.e. spatial and 
temporal variability (Chapters 3 and 4) that quantify the magnitude of variation in a set of 
values independently of their order in the distribution (Stergiou and Decker, 2011), nonlinear 
measures capture the  overall structure of variability. Among them are approximate entropy, 
sample entropy (Chen et al., 2009; Ramdani et al. 2009) and the largest Lyapunov exponent 
(Segal et al., 2008; Dingwell et al., 2001; Hak et al., 2013). Each of those nonlinear measures 
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quantifies different time-dependent aspects embedded in a time series. Specifically, 
approximate entropy (ApEn) or sample entropy (SampEn) quantify the regularity of a time 
series (Pincus, 1991); we used this analysis in Chapter 2. The largest Lyapunov exponent 
quantifies the local dynamic stability, i.e. the rate at which neighboring trajectories from a 
time series in a state-space diverge over time (Wolf, 1985); we used this analysis in Chapters 
4 and 5. 
 The dynamical system approach also moved away from quantifying the variability of 
isolated joints towards variability involving coordinated movements of multiple muscles, joints 
and body parts, as well as interaction between different movement components (Srinivasan 
and Mathiassen, 2012). This coordination variability can be assessed using techniques like 
vector coding, cross correlation of time series data and continuous relative phase analysis of 
angle-angle plots (Hamill et al., 2012;  Davids et al., 2003). 
Detection of movement variability exploiting PCA 
One limitation of the methodologies illustrated so far is that they quantify movement 
variability in pre-selected kinematic variables of specific body segments, which hampers our 
understanding of whether and to what degree these specific variables quantify characteristics 
of the body as a whole. 
 Kinematic information on whole-body movement is nowadays easily available thanks 
to the advance of motion capture devices which allows recording the kinematics of all 
body segments simultaneously. Together with the development of sophisticated pattern-
recognition methods used to extract features from large datasets, this enhances the power 
of motion recordings considerably. One method that can be used for this purpose is principal 
component analysis (PCA). The main aim of PCA is to detect patterns of correlated variation 
in a high dimensional dataset, using a limited numbers of variables, so-called principal 
components (PCs). The first PC is chosen to maximize the variance of the projected points. 
The second and subsequent PCs, arranged in decreasing order of their sample variance, are 
selected in a similar manner with the further requirement of being orthogonal to all previous 
PCs (Figure 1).
 Diverse techniques have been used for analyzing kinematic marker data through 
PCA (Deluzio and Astephen, 2007; Tricon et al., 2007), this thesis focuses on the approach 
introduced by  Troje (2002) and Daffertshofer et al. (2004). Here the marker coordinates of 
all segments are interpreted as posture vectors and the recorded body motions are reflected 
as variations in these vectors. PCA separates these postural movements into sets of few, 
one dimensional principal movements, PMs (Federolf et al., 2013a; Federolf et al.,2014). 
In this posture space, similarly to 3D kinematics, the PMs can further be defined through 
‘principal’ positions, velocities and accelerations (Federolf, 2016). Principal positions quantify 
the postural position as a function of time, and principal accelerations characterize the 
accelerations that produce postural changes (Chapter 5). 
GENERAL INTRODUCTION
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 PCA has been used to uncover variability in the whole-body motion.  Daffertshofer et al. 
(2004) exploited PCA as a data-driven filter to eliminate the main, consistent features from the 
data, and use the residual patterns, which contain the less coherent aspects of the signals, for the 
detection of variability. With a different and original approach Federolf et al. (2012) investigated 
variability by applying nonlinear measures (i.e. the largest Lyapunov exponent) on the main 
movement components resulting from the PCA.  According to the authors, this approach has 
several advantages in comparison to previous analysis methods: (1) variability can be investigated 
at the whole-body level instead than pre-selected variables; (2) the analysis of variability can be 
limited to components that quantify similar movements in all subjects of which the significance for 
the behavior of the whole system is known; (3) the contribution of random noise can be reduced. 
Reality Biomechanical model Xsens Posture space 
∞ DoF 
Measurements 
30-33 DoF  (11 sensors)  
PCA 
PM1 PM3 
Principal movements (PMs) 
PM2 
3-6 DoF  (--> eigenvalue spectrum )  
PC1 - vector 
PC2 - vector 
PC3 - vector 
axes 4-33 
axis 1 
axis 3 
   axis 2 
Figure 1. Representation of the PCA applied in Chapters 3, 4 and 5.  Xsens MVN BIOMECH has been used to record 
the upper-body kinematics of subjects performing a back and forward bimanual tapping task. The infinite degrees 
of freedom (DoF) generated to perform such a monotonous task have been reduced to 33 DoF as recorded by 11 
inertial sensors placed on the upper body (30 DoF for joint angles). By applying PCA on the kinematic data of all 
segments, the dimensionality has been further reduced by projecting the data onto a lower-dimensional space 
defined by the principal components (PCs). Therefore, the multisegmental tapping task can be described by a few 
principal movements (PMs), which capture the most significant postural motions. Specifically, PM1 represents flexion 
and extension of shoulders and elbows, PM2 trunk flexion/extension and PM3 shoulders abduction/adduction.
15
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 In Chapters 3, 4, and 5 we explore the use of PCA for the detection of movement 
variability, by using an approach in line with Federolf et al. 2012. In contrast to most studies 
using optical systems, we recorded the upper body kinematics using Xsens MVN BIOMECH 
motion capture suit (Xsens technologies BV, Enschede, The Netherlands) a state-of-the art 
system consisting of several inertial sensors (Figure1). We chose such a system since it is not 
invasive, easy to use and can be used anywhere allowing to record movement kinematics 
without any interference with the task performance.
MOVEMENT VARIABILITY IN HEALTH AND DISEASE
 
In recent research in biomechanics and motor control, the link between variability and health 
has received special attention (Hamill et al., 1999; Davids et al., 2003). In line with the DST, 
large variability has been associated to a healthy state since variations in highly repetitive 
activities allow flexibility. Such functionality could promote adaptation to environmental 
changes, and facilitate transition between qualitatively different coordination patterns, 
e.g. out-of-phase to in-phase transitions (Stergiou and Decker, 2011). The beneficial role 
attributed to motor variability had led to the idea that performing repetitive activities with 
reduced variation between repetitions of the same movement may constitute a cause for 
overuse injuries. In fact, the ‘variability overuse hypothesis’ reviewed by Bartlett et al. (2007) 
proposes that with a lack of movement variability during the execution of a sustained task, the 
same soft tissue would be overused. Therefore, an increase of movement variability would 
help preventing overuse injuries since the mechanical loads would be redistributed among 
different tissues. This idea is supported by the Cinderella recruitment hypothesis (Hagg, 1991) 
which suggests that pain might be a result of the overload of low-threshold motor units, 
which are continuously activated also during the execution of low-effort movements if they 
are performed for prolonged periods of time without sufficient rest periods. This rationale 
has been promoted by several studies which have associated a decrease in variability to pain 
and overuse injuries (Georgoulis et al., 2006; Heiderscheit et al., 2002; van den Hoorn et 
al., 2012). However, the lack of perspective studies on this topic makes it difficult to verify 
whether variability is a cause or a result of injury.
 The relationship between movement variability and pain is therefore bidirectional, but 
also controversial. In fact, persisting and chronic pain has been associated with low motor 
variability, probably since using more stereotypical motor solution may be a strategy to 
avoid pain (Côté et al., 2005). On the contrary, experimental pain and discomfort has been 
associated with an increase in variability, probably since using more motor solutions can help 
reducing pain (Madeleine et al., 2008a). Therefore either using excessive or poor variability to 
perform a repetitive task is considered unhealthy (Figure2). According to this line of though, 
Stergiou et al. (2006) proposed a theoretical model capitalizing on an inverted U-shape, in 
GENERAL INTRODUCTION
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which an ‘optimal’ movement variability is related to a healthy state, while an excessive order, 
i.e. maximum predictability, or excessive disorder, i.e. no predictability, are both associated 
with a decreased adaptability to perturbations and thus to a pathological behavior. 
INJURY
Too high variability
INJURY
Low variability
HEALTHY
High variability
‘OPTIMAL’
Figure 2. A schematic representation of the relationship between movement variability and overuse injuries. 
Why is movement variability important at work?
The risk for overuse injuries is of primary importance in occupational contexts, since in 
many jobs repetitive tasks are performed for long periods of time and often in constrained 
postures. Such working conditions might contribute to the development of  work-related 
musculoskeletal disorders (MSDs) in the neck-shoulder region and upper arms (Buckle and 
Devereux, 2002). In fact, a variety of terms has been used to describe the link between work-
related MSDs and repeated stress. These include repetitive strain injury (RSI), cumulative 
trauma disorders (CTD) or occupational overuse syndrome (OOS). Uncertainty still exist 
about the etiology of these disorders as well as about the appropriate strategy for prevention 
(Sluiter et al., 2001). A proper understanding of MSDs has been limited by methodological 
and practical challenges, among them are the fluctuating nature of symptoms  and the lack 
of a ‘gold standard’ for a clinical diagnosis. In fact, MSDs are mostly established on the basis 
of self-reported pain and questionnaires. Early MSD symptoms are not easy to be objectively 
assessed since pain and tiredness in the upper arms emerge intermittently and solely during 
the execution of repetitive tasks and are individual-specific (Chapter 3). However, an effective 
prevention method is of particular importance because, these symptoms evolve progressively 
and may become chronic, eventually developing into severe pain, which persists throughout 
longer resting periods or days off from work. 
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 Previous studies show that chronic MSD-patients exhibit less motor variability than 
healthy subjects when performing the same repetitive manual task (Madeleine et al., 2008a; 
Côté et al., 2005; Lomond and Côté, 2010). According to the ‘variability overuse hypothesis’ 
introduced previously, this lack of variability might be the reason for the injuries. The problem 
with this view is, however, that none of the studies mentioned can discriminate whether the 
reduced variability is a cause or an effect of pain since chronic patients may have learned to 
avoid painful motor solutions as an adaptive motor strategy. We try to overcome this issue in 
the study reported in Chapter 3. 
 Movement variability changes not only in relation to pain but also in relation to other 
factors. In fact, sustained repetition of movements is likely to affect the variability of task 
performance as a result of both practice and fatigue. Investigating how movement variability 
changes with time-on-task and differ between individuals could give us a better insight into 
the determinants of MSDs. We explored such changes in variability in Chapter 2 where 
we investigate healthy volunteers and in Chapter 3 where we assess differences between 
healthy volunteers and patients with MSDs. Factors at work such as precision demands and 
cognitive loads can also influence variability in repetitive tasks (Srinivasan and Mathiassen, 
2012). High-precision demands might indeed reduce variability and therefore increase the 
risk for MSDs, which we investigate in Chapter 2. Further, cognitive demands are also a 
relevant occupational factor which may reduce variability and contribute to an increased risk 
for MSDs. We consider this aspect in the study reported in Chapter 4.
AIM AND OUTLINE OF THIS THESIS
This thesis aims at a better understanding of the role of movement variability in occupational 
contexts and also at developing new concepts and techniques for the analysis of variability. 
To this end, we introduced a sustained, repetitive and light-duty manual task, in which both 
hands are moving synchronously and in phase between two pairs of targets. The task shares 
features with the bimanual Fitts’ task (Shea et al., 2012) and intends to resemble a computer-
related task while enhancing its monotony. 
 In Chapter 2 we explore the effects of time-on-task and precision demands, i.e. size and 
distance between targets, on movement variability displayed during the sustained repetitive 
bimanual task. In this study we examine the reliability of our experimental task on healthy 
subjects as reflected by changes of the end-point positions on multiple variability measures. 
As a follow up to this study, in Chapter 3 we investigate the relationship between pain and 
movement variability including time-on-task effects. Here we extend the analysis of variability 
to the whole upper body and we propose an alternative analysis method using PCA. Focusing 
on the main principal components, we differentiate between the variability associated with 
postural changes and the cycle-to-cycle variability. We compare both forms of variability 
between patients with MSDs and healthy controls, and in relation to pain emerging during 
GENERAL INTRODUCTION
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the repetitive arm movements. In Chapter 4 we apply the same approach used in Chapter 
3 to investigate the effects of a secondary cognitive task on variability and local dynamic 
stability in the sustained repetitive task. Here we examine meaning and differences of several 
concepts and techniques for the analysis of variation in movement performance. In Chapter 
5 we explore, in a technical note, the biomechanical properties of a novel set of variables 
obtained through the principal accelerations (PAs). In particular, we investigate whether PAs 
shares features with the LyE for characterizing local dynamic stability of the neuro-muscular 
control system. This thesis concludes with a General Discussion section in which I will discuss 
the findings, consider their broader implications and make suggestions for further research.
19
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Adapted from: 
Longo A, Meulenbroek R (2018). Precision-dependent changes in motor variability during 
sustained bimanual reaching. Motor Control 22:28-44. 
CHAPTER 2
PRECISION-DEPENDENT CHANGES IN 
MOTOR VARIABILITY DURING SUSTAINED 
BIMANUAL REACHING
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ABSTRACT   
Movement variability of the upper limb was investigated using a bimanual Fitts’ task. 
Participants tapped rhythmically between target-pairs of different index of difficulties for 
three intervals of 20 min each. We studied the effects of index of difficulties and time-on-task 
on movement time, end-point variability, approximate entropy and standard deviation of the 
relative phase. Lower index of difficulties and time-on-task caused decreasing movement 
time and increasing end-point variability. Moreover, standard deviation of relative phase 
and approximate entropy moderately increased. By looking into the long-term effects of a 
sustained bimanual Fitts’ task, this is the first time such movement variability increase is 
demonstrated in multiple variability indices. The relevance of the findings for future studies 
on work-related musculoskeletal disorders is being discussed. 
23
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INTRODUCTION 
Movement repetition and thus monotony is a common factor underlying many manual 
motor tasks such as typing, texting and handwriting. However, each movement is unique 
and repetition necessarily implies variation. Movement variability has recently received 
growing attention in motor control studies using linear and non-linear variability measures 
of cyclical movements, also with potential relevance for clinical contexts (Stergiou and 
Decker, 2011; Srinivasan et al., 2015b). A general theme in these studies seems to be that 
reduced variability may indicate loss of motor flexibility. This study was set up to examine 
how movement variability changes in healthy participants during sustained bimanual 
reaching under controlled precision conditions, in particular as regard to movement time 
(MT), end-point variability, approximate entropy (ApEn), and standard deviation (SD) of the 
relative phase. The aim was to establish a baseline of time-dependent movement variability 
measures for future clinical studies. 
 In general, manual work in occupational settings involves bimanual movements. 
Experimentally, such movements can be investigated by bimanual Fitts’ task in which both 
hands are moving together with the same index of difficulty (ID) or with different IDs. Kelso 
et al. (1979) encouraged the notion that during two-handed tasks the intrinsic dynamics 
of movement-related processes at the behavioral and neural level constrain the motion 
system to act as a single unit. Kelso demonstrated that the overriding tendency to generate 
synchronous movements in bimanual tasks by means of in-phase or anti-phase coordination 
moderates Fitts’ law: Even when the movement distances and/or target widths for both 
hands differ, their MTs are not likely to deviate to the extent predicted by Fitts’ law, they 
tend to remain similar. Apart from the intrinsic dynamics, several other mechanisms have 
been held responsible for this effect. Riek et al. (2003) emphasize the role of the distribution 
of attention as indexed by eye movements. Shea et al. (2012) have demonstrated that the 
extent to which people are capable of producing separate movements with the left and 
right arm in a bimanual Fitts’ task strongly depends on the type of visual feedback given. 
Integrated feedback by means of Lissajous plots facilitate the decoupling of both arms moving 
simultaneously. Regardless of these mechanisms, explorations of time-dependent changes 
in movement variability measures in bimanual reaching are lacking. The present study was 
aimed to fill this gap.
 First, we are interested in precision-dependent changes in movement variability. 
Precision demands are an important factor related to  manual motor  tasks and can be 
studied experimentally by means of movement-amplitude (A) and target-width (W) variations 
in point-to-point reaching, where the ID modulating MT is defined as –log2(W/2A). In this 
study we adapted a bimanual Fitts task for our purpose. Harris and Wolpert (1998) showed 
that the effect of noisy neural signals on increasing kinematic variability can be contained by 
reducing movement speed. This is reflected in Fitts’ law which shows that signal-dependent 
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neuromotor noise necessitates a trade-off between movement time and end-point accuracy. 
In tasks in which reducing MT is not an option, cocontraction is expected to increase to 
fulfill the requirements of the task (Gribble et al., 2003; Meulenbroek et al., 2005). Selen et 
al. (2005) showed in a simulation study that increased cocontraction levels of antagonistic 
muscles within a limb can lead to less kinematic variability, by suppressing the effects of 
neuromotor noise despite the signal-dependent nature of this noise. Extending this finding 
to bimanual tasks, we expected that increased precision demands in a cyclical bimanual 
reaching task would result in decreased movement variability.
 Second, we are interested in time-dependent changes in movement variability. 
Sustained repetition of movements is likely to affect the variability of task performance. Well-
known time-dependent changes in repetitive movements occur as a result of practice, fatigue 
and attention. Practice, already occurring after a few repetitions, speeds up movement 
production under increasing accuracy due to motor learning (Fitts and Peterson 1964). 
However, practicing a motor task may also induce increased variability due to the ‘freeing’ of 
degrees of freedom (DFs) following an initial learning stage in which freezing of DFs occurs 
(Bernstein, 1967; Vereijken et al., 1992). Fatigue, kicking in after sustained performance, is 
likely to cause gradual slowing down and performance inaccuracies. Attention-dependent 
processes are also expected to increase variability. Thus, overall we expected an increase in 
movement variability during sustained tasks performance. 
 To conclude, the goal of the current study was to investigate the effects of time-on-task 
and precision demands on MT and three variability measures (end-point variability, ApEn, 
and SD of the relative phase) during a prolonged, light-duty manual task. We hypothesized 
that (1) higher precision demands would decrease movement variability due to a within-limb 
cocontraction mechanism demonstrated in unimanual reaching, and (2) at the end of 20-min 
sustained task performance movement variability would increase. 
METHODS
Participants
Seventeen healthy young adults (six men and 11 women, age range: 18-30 years) were 
recruited from the university student population.  All participants were right handed. The 
experiment was approved by the local ethics committee and all subjects signed informed 
consent forms prior to the experiment.
Experimental task
Participants moved the index finger of each hand rhythmically, back-and-forth between a 
pair of targets. The ID, associated with the task performed by each hand was manipulated 
by varying both the distance (D) between the center of the two targets in a pair and the 
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width (W) of each target.There were three conditions defined by the Relative Difficulty (RD 
= IDRH‒ IDLH), defined as the ID difference between the two hands, in particular the ID for the 
left hand subtracted from the ID for the right hand (see Table 1). The conditions used in the 
experimental task are defined as low RD (RD = 0), medium RD (RD = 1.59) and high RD (RD = 
3.17). They  refer to those used by Amazeen et al. (2005) .
Equipment
A custom-made touch-sensor, placed on a table, was used as tapping surface.  It consisted 
of two pairs of target areas, in which size of the targets were changed according to the three 
conditions (see Table 1). The targets closest to the participant were labeled the proximal 
targets and the targets furthest were labeled distal targets. The left and right proximal targets 
were always at a fixed position in the sagittal plane, at an identical distance in front of the 
participants’ trunk. By contrast, the distal targets could adopt different sagittal positions, 
namely, in case the movement distance for the left and right hand differed (See Figure 1). The 
lateral distance between the two targets was 80 mm.
Table 1. Distances (D, mm), target widths (W, mm), and indices of difficulty for the left hand ( ID
LH
 ) and the right hand 
( ID
RH
 ) separately and the resulting ID difference per condition defined as relative difficulty (RD)
Left Target Right Target
Condition D W IDLH D W IDRH IDRH ‒ IDLH
Low RD 160 40 3.00 160 40 3.00 0.00
Medium RD 160 40 3.00 240 20 4.59 1.59
High RD 80 60 1.42 240 20 4.59 3.17
 Data collection was conducted with the Optotrak 3020 (Northern Digital Inc., Waterloo, 
Canada) 3D motion-tracking system. The Optotrak system recorded the three-dimensional 
position (sampling rate = 100 Hz) of two infrared light-emitting diodes (diameter = 1mm). The 
infrared light-emitting diodes were attached with a special ring to the distal segments of the 
participant’s left and right index fingers. The Optotrak’s global coordinates were aligned so 
that direction of the movement along the x axis represented the forward-backward movement 
direction, movements along the y axis represented lateral (left-right) movements, and 
movements in the z-direction represented up-down movements (see Figure 1). 
Procedure
The experimental task required participants to sit at a table and perform a bimanual Fitts’ 
task. Participants repeatedly produced in-outward going tapping movements with their index 
fingers, simultaneously and, in phase, between two pairs of target areas, one pair with their left 
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hand and one pair with their right hand. The widths of the targets and the distance between 
pairs of target areas for each hand vary so that in certain strenuous conditions participants have 
to produce with the left and right hand different amplitudes. Three trials of three complexity 
conditions (Table 1) were performed for 20 min each with an order counterbalanced across 
participants. Subjects received a 2-min break between each condition.  Participants were 
instructed to meet the accuracy demands while maintaining a comfortable speed. Because 
of the long trial durations we opted for comfortable rather than maximum speed under the 
assumption that the effects of RD would also show up under such speed conditions.  
 At the 4th and 20th minute of each condition, the participant was asked to fill out the 
Borg Rating of Perceived Exertion (RPE) Scale (Borg category ration-10 scale; Borg, 1982) 
twice, once for the left arm and once for the right arm. 
 Before and after the bimanual pointing task, subjects performed a baseline task, namely, 
a unimanual task for 2 min each, tapping the index finger of the dominant hand between 
two target areas (D = 160 mm /W = 40 mm). Therefore, we collected pretest and posttest 
measures in a unimanual task. 
 Participants performed a warming-up trial, for a minimum of 30 s or until participants 
felt comfortable with the task. 
a. b. c. 
Figure 1.  Left: Top view of the four circular target area used in the bimanual Fitts’ task. x represented the forward 
– backward direction, y the left-right direction and z the up-down direction. Right: Representation of the three 
conditions used in the bimanual Fitts’ task: (a) low RD, (b) medium RD, and (c) high RD. RD = relative difficulty. Red 
circle targets for right hand finger; blue circle: targets for left hand finger.
Data Analysis
The sequence of backward and forward movements between two targets results in a 
continuous sinusoidal pattern. Figure 2 shows three examples of 20 s of finger displacement 
functions recorded at 100-Hz sampling rate. From top to bottom, low, medium and high RDs 
of the bimanual task are shown. Finger marker trajectories were low–passed filtered (zero-
lag second-order Butterworth filter with a cutoff frequency of 5Hz). We analyzed 90 seconds 
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of pretest and posttest movements (unimanual task) and 4-min subintervals at the beginning 
(early) and the end (late) of each 20-min condition (bimanual task). We decided to take a 
sample at the beginning and at the end of task performance to compare the effects of time-
on-task on kinematics.  For each subinterval we differentiated back-and-forth movements. 
One forward movement was defined as the samples between the finger contact to the 
proximal target area to the next finger contact to the distal target area (and vice versa for 
the backward movement). A cycle was defined as a forward movement plus a backward 
movement.
Figure 2. Twenty seconds representation of the sinusoidal pattern of the finger position in the x axis (forward-
backward direction). From top to bottom: low RD, medium RD, and high RD. RD = relative difficulty. Red line: right 
finger; blue line: left finger
 Of each forward movement we determined the duration (MT) as one of the two key 
dependent measures and calculated movement distance (D), trajectory length (T), and peak 
velocity (V) as secondary dependent measures to assess the reliability of our paradigm. For 
example, since D must relate (on average) to the between-target distances we imposed in our 
task, it was used to check the performance of our participants. 
 To characterize the end-point errors made by subjects in various conditions, we used 
the standard measure of variable error (VE). To determine this error, we first computed the 
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mean end-point of a set of movements all aimed to the same target. VE was defined as the 
mean distance (mm) of these movement end points to the mean end point.
 Furthermore, the unfiltered time series were analyzed using the ApEn measure1. ApEn 
can quantify the regularity or predictability of a time series (Pincus and Goldberger, 1994) and 
its mathematical definition is described in detail in Pincus (1991). In brief, ApEn of a sequence 
of length (N) can be computed selecting a pattern length (m) and a similarity criterion (r). 
ApEn is defined as the natural logarithm of the relative prevalence of repetitive 
patterns of length m, Cm(r), compared with those of length m+1, Cm+1(r).
ApEn (N,m,r) = In
Cm(r)
Cm+1(r)
ApEn values vary from 0 to 2. Values close to zero reflect maximum periodicity. By 
contrast, ApEn values approaching two correspond to minimum periodicity, that is, greater 
irregularity. The data had to be analyzed unfiltered to get a more precise representation 
of the variations within the system. We analyzed early and late subinterval of each 20-
min condition. Each subinterval consisted of 60 s (6000 data points), which is considered 
a sufficient number for this type of analysis (Pincus, 1991). As recommended by 
Pincus, the value of m was set at 2, while r was set to 0.2 of the SD of the time series.
 To determine the coordination stability between the two hands the means (Mφ in 
degrees) and SDφ (in degrees) of the continuous relative-phase signals (φ) of the fingers 
were calculated by using Batschelet’s (1981) procedure involving circular statistics (see 
Meulenbroek et al., 1998). φ was calculated by subtracting the phase angle of the left hand 
(ΦLH) from the phase angle of the right hand (ΦRH). Thus, Mφ >0 indicates a lead of the right 
hand and vice versa. SDφ indicates the relative phase stability.
 For each kinematic, end-point error distribution, ApEn and SDφ, the subject average 
value, SD and coefficient of variation were calculated across all trials, including pretest 
and posttest (unimanual task) and early and late test of each condition (bimanual task), 
respectively. Finally, group averages and SDs were calculated for all these parameters. All 
analyses were computed using Matlab (The MathWorks, Inc., Natick, MA, USA).
Statistical Analysis
For the unimanual task, we compared pretest and posttest measures using paired samples t 
tests. The analysis for the bimanual task was performed using a repeated-measures analysis 
of variance with RD (low RD = 0, medium RD = 1.59, and high RD = 3.17), hand (right and left) 
and time (early and late subinterval of each 20-min condition) as within-subject factor and 
gender as between-subject factor. All significant interaction effects (p< 0.05) were assessed 
by Bonferroni post hoc comparisons. Statistical analyses were performed using SPSS Version 
1   We also calculated Sample Entropy (Yentes, Hunt & Schmid, 2013) but this yielded similar results. Only the ApEn measure is 
reported.
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22. Statistical results did not reveal gender-related differences and therefore they will not be 
reported.
RESULTS
Effects of precision demands (low-medium-high RDs)
A repeated measure analysis of variance of the bimanual task in both the early and late 
subintervals was used to assess the effects of the precision demands in the bimanual Fitts’ 
task where precision demand was defined as RD (see Table 1) and reported via the RD x Hand 
interactions because it relates to both hands. The duration of the movement toward the 
target (MT) revealed a significant RD x Hand effect, F (1, 16) = 14.75, p <0.0003 (see Figure 
3). Although the task demand was to move both hands synchronously, post hoc comparisons 
revealed small but systematic differences between MT of the hands that increased in line 
with the complexity of the task. In fact, this between-hand asynchrony was not significant in 
the low RD (right: 393 [standard error ±16] ms, left: 390 [± 16] ms; p = 0.2), but significant in 
the medium RD (right: 429 [± 17] ms, left: 421 [± 17] ms; p =0.013) and in the high RD (right: 
422 [± 16] ms, left: 402 [± 16] ms; p <0.0001).  The results of MT reported here refer to the 
forward movements only, because these were considered more relevant for the structure of 
the task. Backward movements, however, showed comparable results.
RD 
Figure 3.  Effects of precision demands on movement time in the bimanual Fitts’ task: low RD, medium RD, and high 
RD. MT = movement time; RD = relative difficulty. Red circle: targets for right hand finger; blue circle: target for left 
hand finger. 
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An RD x Hand interaction for the variable end-point error (VE) on the distal target, F (1, 16) 
= 12.267, p= 0.001, showed a decoupling of the two hands in line with the RD of the task 
(see Figure 4). The between-hand spatial variability was systematically larger in the non-
dominant hand in the low RD (right: 6.070 [± 0.34] mm, left: 6.723 [± 0.32] mm; p=0.001). 
The between-hand difference in VE was larger in the medium RD (right: 5.830 [± 0.32] mm, 
left: 7.778 [± 0.43] mm; p <0.0001), and most pronounced in the high RD (right: 6.024 [± 
0.47], left: 8.201[± 0.345]; p<0.0001). 
RD 
Figure 4.  Effects of precision demands on variable error in the bimanual Fitts’ task: low RD, medium RD, and high 
RD. VE = variable error; RD = relative difficulty. Red circle: targets for right hand finger; blue circle: target for left 
hand finger. 
 ApEn changed as a function of RD x Hand, F (1, 16) =13.20, p< 0.0005,  showing that 
ApEn decreased when the difficulty of the task increased, leading to less variability of the 
movement pattern for higher ID. Further, post hoc comparisons showed that the coupling of 
the hands decreased when the RD associated with the task increased (Figure 5). ApEn was 
similar between the right and left hand in the low RD, respectively 0.269 (± 0.005) and 0.273 
(± 0.005); p =0.3. In the medium RD, ApEn decreased when the ID of the task for the right 
hand increased and stayed analogous to the previous task with same ID for the left hand 
(right: 0.253 [± 0.007]; left: 0.271 [± 0.007]; p = 0.002). The same effect emerged in the high 
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RD, showing a high ApEn for the low ID of the left hand (right: 0.254 [± 0.007]; left: 0.292 [± 
0.006]; p <0.001).
 Self-perceived exertion (RPE) showed the same RD X Hand effect, F (1, 16) = 7.8, p 
=0.005.  Exertion was found to be similar for the right and left hand in the low RD (right: 5.94 
[± 0.34], left: 5.64 [± 0.37]; p = 0.3), significantly different in the medium RD (right: 6.06 [± 
0.39], left: 5.03 [±0.37]; p=0.007), and most pronounced in the high RD (right: 6.59 [± 0.4], 
left: 4.85[± 0.41]; p < 0.001]. 
 The mean (Mφ) of the continuous relative phase was near zero for all the conditions, as 
expected for the symmetric configuration of the task (low RD: -4.97 [± 1.04] deg, medium RD: 
0.97 [± 0.72] deg, high RD: 5.56 [± 1.42] deg). 
 The SDφ of the continuous relative phase showed, as expected, a significant difference 
between conditions. SDφ, thus, the degree of decoupling between the hands, increased when 
the RD increased, F (1, 16) = 13.85, p <0.001 (low RD: 8.13 [± 0.49] deg, medium RD: 8.19 [± 0.36] 
deg, high RD: 11.23 [± 0.89]).
RD 
Figure 5.  Effects of precision demands on ApEn in the bimanual Fitts’ task: low RD, medium RD, and high RD. 
Connected data points share the same index of difficulty. ApEn = approximate entropy; RD = relative difficulty. Red 
circle: targets for right hand finger; blue circle: target for left hand finger. 
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Effects of time (pretest vs. posttest) and time-on-task (early vs. late in trials)
Participants reported increased fatigue in the late intervals. In fact, the RPE showed a significant 
difference between early and late comparison (early: 4.4 [± 0.31]; late 7.0 [± 0.29]), F (1, 16) = 
85.4, p< 0.0001. 
 The analysis of MT revealed a significant time effect in the unimanual task, for posttest 
trials being, on average, 115 ms shorter than the pretest trials  (mean MT [± SE],  pretest: 494 
[±18] ms, posttest: 379 [± 16)] ms; paired t test, p< 0.00001; see Figure 6). Analysis of MT of 
the 4-min subinterval at the beginning (early) and the end (late) of each 20-min condition 
showed a significant time-on-task effect (early: 427 [± 13] ms, late: 392 [± 15] ms), F(1,16) = 
31.9, p<0.0001, with shorter MTs in the late interval. 
 Analysis of VE revealed a significant time effect in the unimanual task for posttest trials: 
VE in the proximal target being larger than for pretest trials (VE pretest: 6.13 [± 0.45] mm, VE 
posttest: 7.55 [± 0.62] mm, p=0.007; distal target, VE pretest: 4.79 [± 0.26] mm, VE posttest: 
6.15 [± 0.46]; paired t test, p= 0.002; see Figure 6). A significant time-on-task effect in the 
comparison of early and late intervals occurred also in the bimanual task. VE in the proximal 
target was larger in the late than in the early interval within trials (early: 7.39 [± 0.43] mm, 
late 8.50 [± 0.48] mm), F (1, 16) = 28.85, p < 0.0001.  A similar result was found for VE in 
the distal target (early: 6.39 [± 0.33], late: 7.15 [± 0.34]; F (1, 16) = 35.136, p< 0.0001). In all 
conditions VE was higher in the proximal target compared to the distal target.
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Figure 6.  Effects of time on MT (milliseconds), VE (millimeter), and ApEn in the unimanual Fitts’ task, attained in the 
prestest (green) and posttest (gray). MT = movement time; VE = variable error; ApEn = approximate entropy. Error 
bars represent standard errors. 
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 ApEn in the unimanual task showed higher values in the posttest (pretest: 0.23 [± 
0.008], posttest: 0.28 [± 0.004]; paired t test, p< 0.0001; see Figure 6). The repeated-measure 
analysis of variance in the bimanual task showed a significant main effect of time-on-task, as 
a function of which ApEn values increased (early: 0.26 [± 0.004], late: 0.28 [± 0.005]), F (1, 16) 
= 34.050, p < 0.0001. It must be noted that ApEn values in the present study are quite small 
because of the periodic nature of the task.
 SDφ had a significant time-on-task effect, F (1, 16) =15.66, p=0.001, increasing over 
time (early: 8.49 [± 0.37] deg, late: 9.87 [± 0.61] deg). SDφ revealed also a significant RD x 
Time interaction, F (1, 16) = 4.79, p =0.02 (see Figure 7) , increasing over time in the low RD 
(early: 6.99 [± 0.39] deg, late: 9.27 [± 0.71] deg;  p=0.001) and in the medium RD (early: 7.52 
[± 0.43] deg, late: 8.86 [± 0.36] deg; p =0.001), but  no significant differences were present in 
the high RD ( early: 10.97 [± 0.8] deg, late: 11.49 [± 1.03] deg; p <0.3).
 There was no significant Time x RD x Hand effect for MT, F = 2.64, p= 0.11, VE, F=2.85, p 
= 0.92 and ApEn, F (1, 16) = 0.92, p= 0.42, showing that the same relationship between hands 
were maintained over time. 
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Figure 7.  Standard deviation of the relative phase (SDφ) as a function of time-on-task for different precision demands 
in the bimanual Fitts’ task: low RD, medium RD, and high RD. RD = relative difficulty. Early: green, late: gray.
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DISCUSSION
In this study we explored the changes in movement variability in a cyclical bimanual Fitts’ task 
performed over a 1-hr period. We hypothesized that (1) higher precision demands would 
decrease movement variability and (2) at the end of 20-min sustained task performance 
movement variability would increase.
Task-precision changes in movement variability
Task-precision dependent changes in movement variability measures were as expected, that 
is, the higher precision demands the lower the spatial and temporal variability measures. 
Furthermore, the task-precision demands did not interact with the time-on-task variable 
indicating that time-dependent modulations of movement variability as highlighted in our 
study must be due to independent processes such as settling in, practice, fatigue and perhaps 
longer-term changes of attention-dependent strategic changes.
 Strong coupling effects arose between the hands as they moved simultaneously both 
reflected in the small asynchronies, mean and SD of the relative phase. There is ample 
evidence that unimanual task performance is intrinsically different from bimanual task 
performance (Kelso et al., 1979). Fitts’ law holds both for unimanual and symmetrical 
bimanual aiming movements predicting that MT increases as a function of distance and 
precision requirements. Conversely, for bimanual asymmetric aiming tasks, Fitts’ law does 
not hold; in fact, in those tasks the behavior of one hand is affected by the behavior of the 
other (Marteniuk et al., 2007). Our results showed the same pattern, that is, when one hand 
moved to the easy target (low ID), MT was extended, becoming similar to the movement of 
the other hand that aimed at the difficult target (high ID). In other words, the performance 
of the two hands was dominated by the hand that needed to meet the highest precision 
demands. Despite the strong tendency to produce synchronous movements with the left and 
right hand, small but systematic MT differences emerged between the hands as the RD of 
the bimanual task increased (see Figure 3). Again, these results are consistent with previous 
findings (Fowler et al., 1991) that also demonstrated such differences in MT between 
the hands with different levels of complexity.  The MT for the hand performing the more 
difficult task (high ID) was longer than for the hand performing the task with the lower ID, in 
accordance with the complexity of the task.
 Furthermore, end-point variability showed a leading dominant hand effect, resulting in 
less variability of the index finger in the right (participants’ dominant) hand in the condition 
where target sizes for both hands were equal.
 Entropy measures captured how people react to sustained performance of such cyclical 
tasks in terms of motion variability changes. In line with Hong and Newell (2008) we found an 
inverse relationship between the ID of the task and the entropy in human motor adaptation, 
showing that goal-directed movements with a high ID (high task entropy) and low likelihood 
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of successful performance, will eventually result in a movement sequence with lower entropy. 
Conversely, a task with a low ID has a high likelihood of achievement and will allow for higher 
entropy in the movement. 
To conclude, the task-precision effects in our bimanual reaching task confirmed earlier 
findings, i.e. they increased movement duration and constrained movement variability.
Time-dependent changes in movement variability
The results of this study show that prolonged repetitive movements of the upper arms lead 
to changes in the control of the maintenance of simultaneous movements. In particular 
movements became faster but less accurate during the post (and late) condition. 
 MT decreased over time, which primarily reflects the fact that subjects became more 
practiced with the task at hand. Participants reported early signs of fatigue performing the 
task, in fact the self-perceived difficulty (RPE) increased significantly in the late condition. 
Moreover, end-point variability increased over time, suggesting that participants gradually 
lost precision due to fatigue. However, the increase in movement variability could also 
reflect an adaptation of the motor patterns that may help preserving performance during 
a fatiguing task (Cote et al., 2008; Selen et al., 2007). We suggest that participants adopted 
an optimal ‘speed-accuracy trade-off’ by altering the way they performed the task. Since 
increased accuracy may be generated by increased cocontraction ( Gribble et al., 2003; Selen 
et al., 2005) decreasing accuracy, despite an increase in MT, could be a way to maintain 
an acceptable level of cocontraction and be able to meet the task requirements for a long 
period. 
 Along the same lines, time-dependent fluctuations in motor variability, detected by the 
ApEn, increased systematically after prolonged manual task performance. Several studies 
have shown that more variability is related to the quality of biological systems, while less 
complex outputs are associated with pathological systems (Hausdorff et al., 2001; Buzzi et al., 
2003). Stergiou and Decker (2011) suggested that the progress of healthy highly adaptable 
systems tend to achieve an optimal state of variability. In line with these findings, our results 
showed an increase in ApEn with time when performing our repetitive task suggesting that 
it might be beneficial to increase motor variability during sustained tasks performance. 
Interestingly, evidence suggests that chronic pain conditions are associated with reduced 
levels of movement variability as has been reported in many studies with different repetitive 
tasks, for example, simulated meat cutting (Madeleine et al., 2008a) and repetitive reaching 
while standing (Lomond and Côté, 2010). One way to counter fatigue and, hence, pain could 
be to create more ‘variation’ in the temporal domain when having to perform repetitive 
movements. In line with this rationale, substantially reduced levels of movement variability 
used in performing a repetitive task might be a sign of pathological behaviors. 
 To summarize, the spatial (end-point) variability measure increased during sustained 
bimanual reaching as a function of time-on-task as did the temporal variability measure (i.e., 
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the ApEn) and the coordination variability measure (i.e., the SD of the relative phase). The 
moderate but systematic increase in variability could be a potential effective strategy for 
mitigating fatigue development in the upper arms (Falla and Farina, 2007; Madeleine and 
Farina, 2008) and be a sign of a healthy system. This finding could be relevant in relation 
to work-related musculoskeletal disorders, which emerge under sustained task performance 
and high precision demands, but this requires further investigation.
Implications and limitations of our findings in occupational settings 
The novelty of our work is in the use of a bimanual Fitts’s task for assessment of upper limb 
variability during the sustained performance of routine motor tasks. This task helped us 
to understand the underlying mechanism of a repetitive movement that shares important 
features with manual work in everyday occupational settings. However, this study presents 
some limitations. First, our analyses were limited to the kinematics of the index fingers only. 
In contrast with other studies (Cote et al., 2008;  Fuller et al., 2009) our results allow us to 
understand the general mechanism underlying the movements, but we do not know what 
happened at the elbow and shoulder level. Furthermore, in this study, we were interested only 
in the kinematics and we did not use EMG data, which could give us independent evidence of 
fatigue. However, this limitation is in our view not critical since the first aim was to investigate 
changes of motor variability as effect of time-on-task, rather than levels of fatigue induced, 
and signs of fatigue were reported verbally. Moreover, muscle fatigue effects on movement 
variability mimic those of reduced attention and eye-movement recordings alongside EMG 
recordings may be necessary to differentiate between the two (cf. Fine and Amazeen, 2011). 
 Overall, this study allowed us to improve insights into the effects of task-precision 
demands and time-dependent changes of motor variability in a repetitive, bimanual motor 
task. The results confirm our hypothesis that movement variability tends to increase 
during 20-min sustained bimanual task performance, either as a result of fatigue, attention 
reduction or freeing of degrees of freedom due to practice. This finding is demonstrated by 
an increase in kinematic variability and ApEn values over time. Furthermore, changes of the 
same performance parameters with precision demands reinforce the notion that increasing 
ID not only increases MT, but also primarily reduces movement variability. Hence, precision 
demands prove to be an important factor in occupational settings. Finally, kinematic measures 
alongside ApEn effectively captured the effects on movement of the different precision 
demands and changes over time, thus providing a suitable set of measures to capture the 
evolution of motion variability in a repetitive task (see also Cote et al., 2008; Selen et al., 
2007). More research needs to be done to assess the entire information present in motor 
variability, considering the interactions between different upper-body parts involved in such 
repetitive movement. Further, differences in movement variability between healthy and 
pathological behaviors could be assessed.
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CHAPTER 3
POSTURAL RECONFIGURATION AND 
CYCLE-TO-CYCLE VARIABILITY IN PATIENTS WITH 
WORK-RELATED MUSCULOSKELETAL DISORDERS 
COMPARED TO HEALTHY CONTROLS AND 
IN RELATION TO PAIN EMERGING DURING A 
REPETITIVE MOVEMENT TASK
Adapted from: 
Longo A, Meulenbroek R, Haid T, Federolf P (2018). 
Postural reconfiguration and cycle-to-cycle variability in patients with work-related 
musculoskeletal disorders compared to healthy controls and in relation to pain emerging 
during a repetitive movement task. Clinical Biomechanics 54:103-110.
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ABSTRACT
Movement variability in sustained repetitive tasks is an important factor in the context of 
work-related musculoskeletal disorders. While a popular hypothesis suggests that movement 
variability can prevent overuse injuries, pain evolving during task execution may also cause 
variability. The aim of the current study was to investigate, first, differences in movement 
behavior between volunteers with and without work-related pain and, second, the influence 
of emerging pain on movement variability. Upper-body 3D kinematics were collected as 22 
subjects with musculoskeletal disorders and 19 healthy volunteers performed a bimanual 
repetitive tapping task with a self-chosen and a given rhythm. Three subgroups were formed 
within the patient group according to the level of pain the participants experienced during the 
task. Principal component analysis was applied to 30 joint angle coordinates to characterize 
in a combined analysis the movement variability associated with reconfigurations of the 
volunteers’ postures and the cycle-to-cycle variability that occurred during the execution of 
the task. Patients with no task-related pain showed lower cycle-to-cycle variability compared 
to healthy controls. Findings also indicated an increase in movement variability as pain 
emerged, manifesting both as frequent postural changes and large cycle-to-cycle variability. 
The findings suggested a relationship between work-related musculoskeletal disorders and 
movement variability but further investigation is needed on this issue. Additionally, the findings 
provided clear evidence that pain increased motor variability. Postural reconfigurations and 
cycle-to-cycle variability should be considered jointly when investigating movement variability 
and musculoskeletal disorders.
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INTRODUCTION 
In many jobs repetitive and monotonous tasks are performed for long periods of time 
and often in constrained postures. It has been suggested (Buckle and Devereux, 2002) 
that such working conditions can cause or contribute to the development of work-related 
musculoskeletal disorders (MSDs) in the neck, shoulder and arm regions.
 One property of repetitive movements is that it is not possible to perform identical 
cycles. The abundance of joints and muscles in the human body (Latash et al., 2002) 
forms redundant degrees of freedom, which allow for an inherent motion variability when 
performing multiple repetitions of the same motor task  (Bernstein, 1967). The role of 
movement variability has recently received growing attention with potential relevance in 
occupational and clinical contexts due to its relationship to injury, pathology and resulting 
performance changes (Srinivasan et al., 2015b; Stergiou and Decker, 2011). 
 Movement variability may have a functionally beneficial role in preventing overuse 
injuries, pain and its potential development into chronic MSD (Srinivasan and Mathiassen, 
2012). Specifically, according to the Cinderella recruitment hypothesis (Hagg, 1991) pain can 
result from the overload of low-threshold motor units, which are continuously activated when 
sustained low-effort movements are performed without sufficient rest periods. In a similar 
vein, the variability overuse hypothesis (Bartlett et al., 2007) suggests that if movements are 
repeated with low motor variability, then the same soft tissues will receive large exposure 
to mechanical strain. Hence, one way to counter overuse and pain would be to continuously 
vary the execution of the repetitive task, in order to keep redistributing mechanical loads 
among different tissues. 
 Movement variability is a time-dependent characteristic of cyclical tasks and might 
change over the course of prolonged movement repetitions as a result of fatigue, practice or 
attention. Understanding the individual differences in the movement execution of a sustained 
repetitive task could give us a better insight into the determinants of MSDs. Such differences 
in motor behavior could be one reason for the assertion that some people develop MSDs 
while others do not (Srinivasan and Mathiassen, 2012). 
 When assessing the relationship between movement variability and pain or MSDs, the 
opposite relationship, that pain may elicit movement variability, also needs to be considered. 
Previous studies in occupational contexts have associated an increase in movement variability 
with the emergence of pain or discomfort during the execution of a task (e.g., Madeleine et 
al., 2008a). In fact, finding alternative motor solutions may present one strategy to reduce the 
sensation of pain or discomfort. In contrast, persisting or chronic pain has been associated 
with lower motor variability, probably as a way to avoid painful motor solutions ( Madeleine 
et al., 2008a; Côté et al., 2005).
 To our knowledge, studies of movement variability in occupational contexts have so 
far been carried out by individually analyzing variability in selected variables, e.g. specific 
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joint angles or muscles (Fuller et al.,2011; Madeleine and Madsen, 2009; Madeleine et al., 
2008a). However, movement variability in sustained repetitive tasks also includes changes 
in body postures, and such postural changes affect other forms of variability, for example, 
cycle-to-cycle variability. Conversely, from assessing variability only in selected individual 
variables one cannot deduce whether postural changes took place. Thus, the assessment 
of variability in a pre-selected movement variable may not be sufficient to fully represent or 
distinguish forms of variability present in the system (Federolf et al., 2012). In the current 
study we therefore captured the subjects’ whole upper-body postural motion and then, using 
a principal component analysis (PCA), we decomposed the movement into components that 
combined the variability from all observed variables (Daffertshofer et al., 2004; Federolf, 
2016). We would argue that this technique facilitates a more complete analysis of movement 
variability compared to the analysis of pre-selected variables. 
 In summary, the current study had two goals; first, to investigate movement variability 
in MSD-patients and in healthy controls. In agreement with the hypothesis that low motor 
variability might be related to the development of MSDs, we predicted that MSD-patients 
would execute a repetitive task with lower movement variability than healthy volunteers 
with no history of MSDs. The second goal was to investigate the relationship between MSD-
related pain and movement variability.  We expected that the emergence of pain would be 
accompanied by an increase in movement variability. Further, we tested for both hypotheses 
whether changes in variability occurred over the course of the task.
METHODS  
Participants
Twenty-two right-handed MSD-subjects [14 female, 8 male; 30.5 (SD 10.1) years] and 19 age 
and gender matched healthy controls [12 female, 7 male; 30.2 (SD 9.5) years] volunteered for 
this study. All participants gave informed written consent and the study was approved by an 
institutionalized ethics review board. MSD-subjects were recruited through the Dutch MSDs 
association and through distributing flyers that specified the MSD inclusion criteria. MSD 
was established on the basis of self-reported pain in the arms during work-related repetitive 
motor tasks. Volunteers selected for the patient groups reported early symptoms of MSDs 
for a minimum of 3 months within the last 12 months. These early symptoms included pain, 
aches and tiredness in the upper-limbs emerging during a sustained computer-related work 
activity that disappeared shortly after the repetitive task ceased. Volunteers with chronic 
MSD, whose symptoms persisted throughout longer rest periods (e.g. days off work), were 
excluded from the study. 
 The behavior of the participants and pain symptoms during and after the test were 
observed and used to differentiate the group with MSDs into 3 subcategories: 7 participants 
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completed the task and did not report any sign of pain or discomfort during the execution 
of the task (MSDnp, no pain); 7 participants finished the task, but verbally reported pain and/
or discomfort during the task (MSDp, pain), 8 participants decided to stop early because of 
discomfort and/or pain (MSDsp, severe pain). Healthy volunteers constituted the control group 
(CTRL).
Experimental protocol
All subjects performed a sustained repetitive task on a multi-touch screen. The task was to 
repeatedly tap two pairs of visually presented targets with the index finger of both hands 
moving simultaneously and in-phase (see Figure 1). Participants were asked to perform the 
task freely (without specified rhythm or posture) for 15 minutes (free trial). The four targets 
were constantly present on the screen, and the requirement was to touch them as fast and 
as accurate as possible. Participants were informed that they could stop anytime during the 
free trial if they felt uncomfortable or started feeling pain. Before (pre) and after (post) the 
free trial subjects had to perform an analogous 2-minute tapping task in which a 1 Hz-rhythm 
was given by alternately presenting the targets on the screen. In the fixed trials (pre and post) 
the participants were instructed to move as accurately as possible while maintaining the 
prescribed rhythm. Before the start of the measurements, participants were asked to adjust 
the chair height and distance to the touch-screen in order to find the most comfortable 
position. The selected height and position of the chair was then maintained in all trials. All 
participants performed a warming-up trial for a minimum of 30 seconds or until they felt 
comfortable with the task. 
Equipment
The task was performed using a 27’’ touch screen (ProLite Iiyama, 1920 x 1080 resolution, 
Iiyama Corporation, Tokyo, Japan) positioned horizontally approximately 24 cm in front of the 
participants (Figure 1). A custom-made script in Python 2.7 2010 (Python Software Foundation, 
Beaverton, OR, USA) was designed to present the stimuli on the screen. The size of the targets 
was 2.7 cm in diameter, with a between-targets distance of 12.5 cm in anterior direction 
and a distance of 15.5 cm between the targets of the two hands. Upper body kinematics 
were recorded using a Xsens MVN BIOMECH motion capture suit (Xsens technologies BV, 
Enschede, The Netherlands) at 60 Hz. Eleven sensor units were placed on the head, sternum, 
pelvis, shoulders, upper arms, forearms and hands following the recommendations by Xsens. 
Anatomical measurements and calibrations were performed according to the procedures 
provided by Xsens. Data acquisition was done via the accompanying software (MVN Studio 
4.2, Xsens technologies BV, Enschede, Netherlands) which calculates the kinematic data. 
Upper body posture and postural variability were quantified in the current study with 30 
joint angles: the 3D angle configurations of wrist (2: left&right), elbow (2), shoulder (2) and 
4 column angles: C1-Head, T1-C7, T9-T8, L5-S1.  All joint angles were expressed in local 
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coordinate systems, expressing the orientation of the distal segment in the reference frame of 
the proximal segment. The joint angle definitions followed the guidelines of the International 
Society of Biomechanics (Wu et al., 2005).
Figure 1.  Bimanual tapping task
Data Analysis
In the current study we distinguished two general types of movement variability: first, the 
movement variability associated with a reconfiguration of the volunteer’s posture; and 
second, the cycle-to-cycle variability that occurs in repetitive execution of a movement task. 
Postural changes typically manifest as correlated changes in several joint angles (Federolf et 
al., 2013a; Federolf, 2013, 2016). Postural variations were therefore quantified by performing 
a PCA using the 30 joint angles as input vectors (Troje, 2002; Daffertshofer et al.,2004). 
For each trial, every angle vector was centered by subtracting the trial-mean. No further 
normalization was performed. Then a single input matrix was created with the normalized 
vectors as columns and the data of all subjects (CTRL, MSDnp, MSDp, MSDsp) and all trials (free, 
fixed) concatenated vertically. A single PCA was calculated on this combined input matrix. The 
advantage of this approach was that the resultant PC-scores of all subjects were obtained 
from projecting the individual data onto the same PC-vectors. Hence, these PC-scores can be 
directly compared between subjects (Zago et al., 2017c).   
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Assessment of changes in the postural configuration 
To assess changes in the postural configuration, we distinguished events, for example, 
scratching, shaking hands, or other interruptions in the execution of the cyclic task; 
transitions from one distinct postural configuration to another; non-stationary phases where 
the postural configuration gradually changed over many cycles, and quasi-stationary phases 
in which the movement was executed without marked postural reconfigurations. 
 Through low pass filtering (Butterworth, cut-off: 0.1 Hz) the underlying trend within 
the first 3 PCs was determined (black lines, Figure 2) and used to define the four phases. 
The events were delineated by subtracting each trend from its PC: If the deviation of the 
PC-time series from its trend was lower than half its total average (e.g. discontinuation of 
the repetitive task), or if exceeded two times its total average (e.g. unusual movement) then 
this period was marked as event (see Figure 3: MSDsp). Transitions, non-stationary, and quasi-
stationary phases were defined based on the slope of the underlying trend. Transitions were 
identified as periods in which the absolute value of the slope for a minimum of 100 samples 
exceeded a threshold of 0.1. Non-stationary phases were defined if the absolute value of the 
slope continuously for a minimum of 300 samples exceeded a threshold of 0.02. Thresholds 
and number of samples used were specific for our setup and best discriminated between 
phases.  The same thresholds were used for the first 3 PC scores. If a criterion for any of the 
non-stationary phases was met in one PC, then this period was marked accordingly in all PC 
time series (Figure 2). Time periods that did not classify for any of the other phases were 
denoted as quasi-stationary phases.
 For each free trial, the cumulated duration of each phase was calculated. Since some 
participants did not complete the task, we used the cumulated relative duration per minute 
(D) for comparisons between subject groups. Thus, four dependent variables were defined: 
De (events), Dt (transitions), Dns (non-stationary phases), Dqs (quasi-stationary phases). 
Cycle-to-cycle variability 
A cycle was defined as a back and forward tapping movement, starting from the targets closer to 
the body. Cycle-to-cycle variability was analyzed in the PC1-time series among 19 consecutive 
cycles selected within a quasi-stationary phase in the pre and post trials and at the beginning 
(first) and at the end (last) of the free trial. The number of cycles selected corresponded to 
the longest quasi-stationary phase that could be observed among participants in the relevant 
time periods. However, despite the relative low number of consecutive cycles, it was still 
necessary to exclude two subjects of the MSDsp group, since they did not show long enough 
quasi-stationary phases.  
 Spatial and temporal variability as well as cycle duration were calculated for comparisons. 
Spatial variability (SDC), i.e. the size of variability, was determined by first interpolating each 
cycle such that it was represented by 100 samples (i.e. expressed in percent). Then, the 
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standard deviation between cycles of each sample was calculated. Finally, SDC was defined as 
the mean of the standard deviations of the 100 samples. 
Figure 2. Representative data set of a 15 minute free trial of one arbitrarily selected volunteer: the first 5 PCs are 
shown. The actual tapping movement is printed as a colored line (appears as shaded area in the main plot), the thick 
black line represents the low pass-filtered underlying trend. Quasi-stationary phases were colored in cyan, phases of 
gradual changes in green, and transitions in red. The enlargement of a 5 s section of PC1 shows the cyclical tapping 
movement.
Temporal variability (SDT) and cycle duration (Tm)  were calculated by determining the standard 
deviation and the mean duration of the 19 cycles, respectively. All analyses were computed 
using Matlab (The MathWorks, Inc., Natick, MA, USA).
Statistical analysis
Four dependent variables, De, Dt, Dns, Dqs were used to characterize how often changes in the 
postural configuration took place during the free trial. These variables were not normally 
distributed (and remained so after a log-transformation), therefore non-parametric tests 
were selected for their analysis. Three dependent variables, SDC, SDT, and Tm were calculated 
for both the free (first versus last) and the fixed trials (pre versus post) to investigate cycle-
to-cycle variability. These variables were log-transformed [y=log(x)] (Keene, 1995; Feng et 
al., 2013) to obtain normal distributed datasets for which parametric tests could be applied. 
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Figure 3. From each group or subgroup two sample subjects were selected. Each line in this graph represents the 
time excursion of their first PC component (PC1) during the entire 15-minute free trial. The 4 groups were CTRL, 
MSDnp (no pain), MSDp (pain), and MSDsp (severe pain, trial aborted). Different phases and events are highlighted 
with different colors: event (magenta), transition (red), non-stationary (green), quasi-stationary (cyan).
 The first hypothesis was tested using the Mann-Whitney test to establish between- 
group effects (CTRL versus MSDnp) and using a mixed-design rANOVA to test for within-
subjects effects of time (first versus last; pre versus post) and for between-subject effects of 
group. Since pain was a likely confounding factor in this analysis, only the no-pain subgroup 
of the MSD volunteers was selected for this analysis. 
 The second hypothesis was explored using a Kruskal-Wallis test to investigate effects 
of pain-groups (MSDnp, MSDp, MSDsp) in non-normally distributed data. All significant effects 
were further assessed by Mann-Whitney pairwise comparisons. The parametric testing was 
conducted with a mixed-design rANOVA to determine within-subjects effects of time and 
between-subject effects of pain. Significant main effects were further assessed in a post-hoc 
test applying the Sidak correction. In all tests the α-level for statistical significance was set to 
α=0.05. All statistical analyses were performed using SPSS Version 22 (IBM, Chicago, IL, USA).
RESULTS
  
Results of the principal component analysis
Principal components 1 to 5 represented 44.9%, 19.7%, 8.1%, 6.8%, and 3.6% of the overall 
variance in the kinematic data, respectively. Figure 2 shows an example of the first 5 PC-
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score time series of the free trial for one selected, and in our opinion representative, subject. 
The PC1 time series represented the movement component containing the largest variance, 
hence, in the current study, PC1 was dominated by the cyclic movement pattern of the task. 
PC2 and the higher components represent variance orthogonal to PC1 and were therefore 
largely affected by postural reconfigurations of the subjects. 
Group- and time- dependent changes in movement variability
Postural reconfigurations during the 15-min free trial were more frequently observed in the 
CTRL group than in the MSDnp group , for example, 8 of the 19 CTRL subjects showed at least 1 
transition, while only 1 in 7 MSDnp-subjects showed a transition. However, none of the postural 
reconfiguration variables, De, Dt, Dns, or Dqs, yielded a significant statistical result (Figure 4a). 
Figure 4. a) Box plots of cumulate duration per minute of events (De; magenta), transitions (Dt; red), non-stationary 
(Dns ; green) and quasi-stationary phases (Dqs ; cyan) for CTRL and MSDnp. b) Bar plots of standard deviation between 
cycle amplitudes (SDc) cycle time (SDT), and mean cycle duration (Tm)  in the free trial (first versus last). c) Bar plots 
of SDc, SDT , and Tm, in the fixed trials (pre versus post). Significant group effects are indicated by #.  Significant group 
x time interaction (GxT) effects are reported with their p-value. Pos- hoc effects are indicated by an asterisk for 
significant time effects within groups.
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 Cycle-to-cycle variability, SDC during the 15-min free trial (Figure 4b) did not reveal a 
significant main effect for group differences, however, a significant effect was observed in the 
group x time interaction [F(1,24) = 4.56, P = 0.043, ηp
2 = 0.16] . The post-hoc analysis showed 
that SDC increased with time in the CTRL group (P = 0.003, ηp
2 = 0.31), but did not increase in 
the MSDnp group (P = 0.633, ηp
2 = 0.01).  The averaged cycle duration Tm showed a statistical 
trend in the group x time interaction [F(1,24) = 4.19, P = 0.052, ηp
2 = 0.15]. SDT did not reveal 
significant effects. 
 In the fixed trials, cycle-cycle variability (Figure 4c) revealed a significant main effect 
between the groups in SDT [F(1,24) = 6.64, P = 0.017, ηp
2 = 0.22] and a statistical trend in SDC 
[F(1, 24) = 3.94, P = 0.059, ηp
2 = 0.14], both indicating higher variability in the CTRL subjects. 
None of the group x time interactions were significant. 
Figure 5. a) Box plots of cumulate duration per minute of events (De; magenta), transitions (Dt; red) , non-stationary 
(D
ns ; 
green) and quasi-stationary phases (D
qs ; 
cyan) for MSDnp,MSDp and MSDsp. b) Bar plots of standard deviation 
between cycle amplitudes (SDc) cycle time (SDT), and mean cycle duration (Tm)  in the free trial (first versus last). c) 
Bar plots of SDc, SDT , and Tm, in the fixed trials (pre versus post). Significant pain (P) and pain x time interaction (PxT) 
effects are reported with their p-value. Post-hoc effects are indicated by an asterisk for significant time effects and 
by # for significant pain effects. 
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Pain- and time-dependent changes in movement variability 
Postural reconfigurations during the free trial (Figure 5a) revealed significant main effects 
between pain-groups in De [H = 10.04, P = 0.007], Dt [H = 9.17, P = 0.010] and Dqs [H = 6.89, P = 
0.032], but not in Dns [H = 3.36, P = 0.186]. Mann-Whitney tests were used to follow up these 
findings. De was higher in MSDsp than in MSDnp (U = 5.50, P = 0.007, r = -.69) and MSDp (U = 
6.50, P = 0.012, r = -.65). Dt was higher in MSDp than in MSDnp (U = 8.00, P = 0.020, r = - 0.62) 
and MSDsp (U = 9.00, P = 0.013, r = - 0.64). Consequently, Dqs was higher in MSDnp than in MSDp 
(U = 5.50, P = 0.015, r = - 0.65) and MSDsp (U = 10.00, P = 0.037, r = - 0.54).
 Cycle-to-cycle variability during the 15-min free trial (Figure 5b) revealed a significant 
main effect between pain-groups in SDT [F(2,17) = 4.30, P = 0.031, ηp
2 = 0.34]. The post-hoc 
analysis showed that MSDsp had higher SDT than MSDnp (P = 0.040). Both variabilities SDC and 
SDT showed a significant pain x time interaction, SDC [F(2,17) = 5.37, P = 0.016, ηp
2 = 0.39] 
and SDT [F(2,17) = 8.63, P = 0.003, ηp
2 = 0.50] . Post-hoc comparisons indicated that with 
time MSDp increased SDC  (P = 0.019, ηp
2 = 0.28), MSDsp increased both SDC (P =0.001, ηp
2 = 
0.47) and SDT (P < 0.001, ηp
2 = 0.52), while in the MSDnp group none of the variables changed 
significantly.  
 In the fixed trials, cycle-to-cycle variability (Figure 5c) did not reveal significant main 
effects between pain-groups and in the pain x time interaction. 
DISCUSSION
The current study served two goals. The first goal was to investigate the hypothesis that low 
motor variability might be related to the development of MSDs by testing the prediction 
that MSD-volunteers would execute a repetitive task with lower movement variability than 
healthy controls. This prediction was supported for the fixed trial (i.e. constant rhythm) with a 
significant difference in the temporal cycle-to-cycle variability SDT while spatial variability SDC 
showed a statistical trend. In the 15min-trial with no given rhythm, however, no significant 
differences in postural reconfigurations were observed (Figure 4a). Cycle-to-cycle variability 
also showed no significant differences early in the trial, but healthy volunteers increased the 
spatial variability over the course of the trial, which the MSDnp group did not. The changes 
in the movement characteristics observed in the CTRL group might reflect an adaptation of 
their movement pattern during the execution of the sustained task. These results are in line 
with previous research on the topic (Cote et al., 2008; Longo and Meulenbroek, 2018; Selen 
et al.,2007) and could be associated to a healthy behavior. In a similar vein, the unchanged 
levels of movement variability exhibited by MSDnp when performing the same repetitive task 
may be a sign of a pathological behavior.  However, in our opinion, these findings are not 
sufficient to conclusively deduct a causal relationship between motor variability and the 
development of MSDs.   
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 The second goal of the study was to investigate the relationship between MSD-related 
pain and movement variability. We hypothesized that the emergence of pain would be 
accompanied by an increase in motor variability. The data collected in the current study 
provided strong evidence for this assertion. First, the analysis of postural reconfigurations 
taking place during the 15min free trial demonstrated with statistical significance that the 
groups who experienced pain did change their posture more often. Interestingly, the group 
who aborted the trial because of pain showed a marked increase in events, i.e. interruptions 
of the cyclic movement. In contrast, the group who experienced pain, but was able to 
complete the full 15 minutes, showed few events but many postural transitions. This might 
suggest that frequent reconfigurations of one’s posture might be a strategy for managing 
MSD-pain for a limited amount of time. An alternative hypothesis might be that more severe 
pain diminished motor flexibility (Madeleine et al., 2008a), i.e. reduced the number of motor 
patterns accessible for adaptations. Hence, more research into the significance of postural 
reconfiguration in the context of MSDs and pain seem warranted. Second, the results for the 
spatial and temporal cycle-to-cycle variability support the assertion that pain increases motor 
variability. Of particular relevance in this context are the pain-by-time interaction effects, 
since pain emerges in the course of the trial and may not be present from the beginning. 
 One novelty of the current study was the application of PCA for studying motor variability 
in a bimanual cyclical task with no postural constraints. The PCA yields new variables that 
emerge from the covariation in the original dataset. This allows for a comprehensive analysis 
of postural movements (Federolf et al., 2012) with a comparatively small number of variables. 
Interestingly, the cyclic movements of the bimanual tapping task were largely projected into 
the first PC component; while postural reconfigurations dominated the second component 
(Figure 2). This facilitated the distinction and separate analysis of these two forms of motor 
variability. As a consequence, the analysis of the cycle-to-cycle variability could be limited 
to the quasi-stationary phases and was thus not confounded by changes in the postural 
configuration. Postural changes and cycle-to-cycle variability are two distinct but equally 
important measures of movement behavior that, in our opinion, have to be considered jointly 
when investigating movement variability in occupational contexts. One limitation of the current 
study was that movement variability embodied in PC3 and higher order components was not 
analyzed. PC3 and higher components also represent a construct of variability, however, as the 
eigenvalues show, these higher order PCs each represent less than 10% of the overall variance. 
Therefore they were not further considered in the current study.  A further limitation was that 
the threshold values and the number of samples chosen to distinguish the four phases were 
task-specific. A sensitivity analysis (see Appendix) shows that the ability to detect the different 
phases was dependent on the particular choice of these parameters. However, based on our 
data, the selected parameters best identified the four phases. 
 Another important aspect of the current study was that only participants with no chronic 
MSDs were included and that the MSD-group was further subdivided into three subgroups 
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according to the level of pain they reported during the task. Our results are in agreement 
with the underlying hypothesis that pain can lead to movement variability. This hypothesis 
suggests that including volunteers who experience pain in an analysis of the relationship 
between movement variability and the occurrence of MSD would therefore constitute the 
risk of biasing the analysis. The downside of limiting the analysis to the no-pain MSD-group 
was that the sample size of this group was inherently small. Nonetheless, the fact that MSD 
patients reported different levels of pain or even no symptoms during the execution of the 
task is in itself a relevant outcome. This diversity between patients clearly shows that MSD 
symptoms are fluctuating in nature, which explains the lack of a clear etiology behind these 
disorders.  
CONCLUSIONS
The results of the current study are in line with the hypothesis that low motor variability 
may be associated with the development of work-related MSDs, although, by themselves our 
results are not yet conclusive. The current study does, however, suggest that pain can instigate 
motor variability. Pain should therefore be carefully considered as a potential confounding 
factor in future research on the relationship between motor variability and MSDs. Our 
findings also suggest that PCA is a well suited technique to explore motor variability, and 
specifically to identify changes in the postural configuration.   
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APPENDIX 
The robustness of the approach used in the current study to distinguish between four 
different phases (events, transitions, non-stationary phases and quasi-stationary phases) 
was assessed with a sensitivity analysis. Figure A shows changes in the outcomes - the sum 
of the cumulative duration per minute of the four phases, averaged across subjects - both 
for 20 different number of samples (from 50 to 1000) and threshold values ( from 0.01 to 
0.2). Outcomes are shown separately whether parameters were varied for the detection of 
transitions or non-stationary phases. 
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Figure A:  Bar plots of the sum of the cumulative duration per minute (D) of the four phases for 20 different number 
of samples or threshold values for the detection of transitions (top panels) and non-stationary phases (bottom 
panels). D is reported as average value across participants. The arrows indicate the parameters selected in the 
current study. 

CHAPTER 4
EFFECTS OF A COGNITIVE DUAL TASK ON 
VARIABILITY AND LOCAL DYNAMIC STABILITY IN 
SUSTAINED REPETITIVE ARM MOVEMENTS USING 
PRINCIPAL COMPONENT ANALYSIS: A PILOT STUDY 
Adapted from: 
Longo A., Federolf P., Haid T., & Meulenbroek R. (2018). 
Effects of a cognitive dual task on variability and local dynamic stability in sustained 
repetitive arm movements using principal component analysis: 
a pilot study. Experimental Brain Research 236(6), 1611-1619.
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ABSTRACT
In many daily jobs repetitive arm movements are performed for extended periods of time 
under continuous cognitive demands. Even highly monotonous tasks exhibit an inherent motor 
variability and subtle fluctuations in movement stability. Variability and stability are different 
aspects of system dynamics, whose magnitude may be further affected by a cognitive load. 
Thus, the aim of the study was to explore and compare the effects of a cognitive dual task 
on the variability and local dynamic stability in a repetitive bimanual task. Thirteen healthy 
volunteers performed the repetitive motor task with and without a concurrent cognitive 
task of counting aloud backwards in multiples of three. Upper-body 3D kinematics were 
collected and postural reconfigurations - the variability related to the volunteer’s postural 
change - were determined through a principal component analysis-based procedure. 
Subsequently the most salient component was selected for the analysis of (1) cycle-to-cycle 
spatial and temporal variability, and (2) local dynamic stability as reflected by the largest 
Lyapunov exponent. Finally, end-point variability was evaluated as a control measure. The 
dual cognitive task proved to increase the temporal variability and reduce the local dynamic 
stability, marginally decrease end-point variability, and substantially lower the incidence of 
postural reconfigurations. Particularly the latter effect is considered to be relevant for the 
prevention of work-related musculoskeletal disorders since reduced variability in sustained 
repetitive tasks might increase the risk of overuse injuries. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Movement variability is a pervasive and fundamental aspect of human performance. The 
redundancy of the motor system allows for the use of multiple strategies to perform any 
given task. Therefore, even highly monotonous tasks exhibit substantial variation over 
repetitions (Bernstein, 1967). This inherent motor variability, which can manifest itself both 
in movements and in postures (Srinivasan and Mathiassen, 2012), may be an important index 
of healthy and functional movements. In fact, movement variability has been considered a 
prerequisite for flexibility and adaptability, both crucial to motor learning (see e.g. Wolpert et 
al., 2001; Dhawale et al., 2017), which may have implications for the prevention of overuse 
injuries (Hamill et al., 2012; Stergiou and Decker, 2011). It has been suggested that one way 
to prevent overuse injuries or pain is to regularly alter the movement pattern in the execution 
of the repetitive task, thereby avoiding an overload of the same soft tissues (Bartlett et al., 
2007).This hypothesis is of particular relevance in occupational contexts (Srinivasan and 
Mathiassen, 2012; Madeleine et al., 2008a ; Fuller, et al., 2011; Côté et al., 2005) for the 
prevention of work-related musculoskeletal disorders.  
 Characterizing movement variability remains an important challenge, since several 
different methods have been used to quantify movement variations, which not necessarily 
have the same meaning (Van Emmerik et al., 2016). A traditional way to quantify movement 
variability is to use discrete movement variables such as the standard deviation of  movement 
amplitudes i.e. spatial variability (Cignetti et al.,2009) or cycle durations i.e. temporal variability 
(Danion et al., 2014). As opposed to traditional linear measures, the dynamical system theory 
(Kelso, 1995) takes into account both spatial and temporal aspects of the movement and 
emphasizes notions such as stability and critical fluctuations to capture essential features of 
movements (Harbourne and Stergiou, 2009), shifting the focus from isolated joints towards 
complex coordinated actions (Bartlett et al., 2007). The basic assumption of the dynamical 
system theory is that any multisegmental biological system which shows coordinated motor 
behavior by activity at the level of muscles, joints, and limbs, will find stable macroscopic 
coordination patterns by means of self-organization due to the intrinsic dynamics of the 
interactions at the microscopic level of its segments. The term stability in this context refers 
to the capacity of the system to counteract perturbations (Dingwell and Marin, 2006) . The 
largest Lyapunov exponent is a nonlinear measure used to determine the local aspects of 
stability (Segal, et al.,2008; Dingwell et al., 2001; Hak et al., 2013). Local dynamic stability 
refers to the sensitivity of a system to small, intrinsic perturbations, and should not be 
confused with global stability. In fact, local fluctuations need to be attenuated to maintain 
global stability (Van Emmerik et al.,2016). 
 Variability and stability, although related, represent different concepts. Their exact 
relationship is not clear yet. On the one side an increase in movement variability is considered 
a source of behavioral change in the system which signifies growing instability that may lead 
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to a coordination shift to a different stable coordination pattern. On the other side, some 
behaviors which seem to be stable, may paradoxically show quite some variability (Dingwell 
and Marin, 2006). Thus, it seems that variability does not always decrease when people get 
into or refine a stable behavioral state. In certain conditions variability may actually increase. 
This contradictory relationship is noticeable when observing the rich behavioral repertoire of 
elite sport players or expert musicians (Harbourne and Stergiou, 2009; Glazier et al.,2003) . 
 An effective way to manipulate variability and stability in a cyclical motor task is adding 
a secondary cognitive task. This method is of particular interest in the context of the risks for 
work-related MSDs since cognitive demands are relevant occupational factor which has been 
shown to affect sustained repetitive movements (Srinivasan and Mathiassen, 2012;  Bloemsaat 
et al., 2005). The underlying theory of studies on dual-tasking paradigm is that resources are 
limited, and they have to be shared between a cognitive and a motor task, consequently 
performance will suffer (Plummer and Eskes, 2015). In dual-task paradigms local dynamical 
stability might decrease, in terms of limited resources, since more difficult tasks demand 
more resources and as a consequence are less stable (Woollacott and Shumway-Cook, 2002; 
Magnani et al., 2017). The effects of dual-task paradigms on movement variability, however, 
have mostly been controversial (Beurskens and Bock, 2013; Beauchet et al., 2005).  
 In the current study we designed a repetitive bimanual task with no postural constraints, 
which resembles real work-related environments. In the context of the just described views 
on movement variability and stability, we here propose an alternative analysis method. The 
approach consists of applying principal component analysis (PCA) on the subjects’ upper-body 
postural motion (Daffertshofer et al., 2004; Federolf et al., 2012) to isolate variability related 
to postural reconfigurations, i.e. intermittent and incidental changes in posture. We consider 
such postural configurations as non-linear transitions between two different (postural) 
coordination patterns. Our variability and stability analyses subsequently were directed to 
the most salient component following the PCA, which, in a sense, was not ‘contaminated’ by 
the non-linear, postural reconfigurations. Here different variables were calculated (1) cycle-
to-cycle spatial and temporal variability and (2) local dynamic stability as reflected by the 
largest Lyapunov exponent. As a control measure, end-point variability was also assessed. 
In our view, exploring different methods to quantify movement variations at the level of the 
whole upper-body may increase our understanding of the role of stability versus variability in 
sustained cyclical motion.
 In summary, the goal of the current study was to investigate the effects of a concurrent 
cognitive task on different types of movement variability i.e. end-point variability, postural 
reconfiguration, cycle-to-cycle variability, and on the local dynamic stability, i.e. largest 
Lyapunov exponent, in a sustained repetitive upper-extremity motor task. In line with the 
view that tasks that demand more resources are less stable, we hypothesized that the local 
dynamic stability, would decrease in the dual-task condition. With respect to movement 
variability, no particular effects were predicted because of contradictory or absence of earlier 
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findings. Our pilot study was conducted to increase our understanding on how cognitive load 
may contribute to an increased risk for work-related overuse injuries, a topic to which we will 
return in the ‘Discussion’ section. 
METHODS 
Participants
Thirteen right-handed healthy subjects (9 female, 4 male; 25.46 ±3.46 years) volunteered 
for this study. No participant reported pain or history of injuries in neck, shoulder and arm 
regions. All participants gave informed written consent and the study was approved by an 
institutionalized ethics review board.
Figure 1. Experimental setup
Procedure
The protocol consisted of two trials of 5 minutes each, whose order was counterbalanced 
between participants. In one trial a motor task was performed solo (M) and in the other a 
motor task was performed in combination with a cognitive task (M+C). In the cognitive task, 
participants counted aloud backwards in multiples of three. In the motor task, participants 
performed a sustained repetitive task on a multi-touch screen, tapping two pairs of visually 
presented targets with both hands simultaneously and in-phase (Figure 1). Participants could 
perform the task freely (without specified rhythm or posture), with the only requirement 
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of touching the targets as fast and as accurate as possible. The motor task shares common 
features with the bimanual Fitts’ task used in previous studies (Longo and Meulenbroek, 
2018; Shea et al., 2012; Amazeen et al.,2005), however no specific task variations as regards 
movement amplitude and target width, were applied in the current study to enhance 
its monotony. Before starting the measurements participants were asked to adjust the 
chair height and distance to the touch-screen to find the most comfortable position. The 
configuration of the chair was then maintained in all trials. All participants performed a 
warming-up trial for a minimum of 30 seconds or until they felt comfortable with the task.
Equipment
A custom-made script in Python 2.7 2010 (Python Software Foundation, Beaverton, OR, USA) 
was implemented to present the stimuli and record the end-point position on a 27’’ touch 
screen (1920 x 1080 resolution; ProLiteb Iiyama, Iiyama Corporation, Tokyo, Japan). Four 
targets of 27 mm in diameter were presented, with a between-targets distance of 125 mm 
in anterior direction and a distance of 155 mm between the targets of the two hands. Xsens 
MVN BIOMECH motion capture suit (Xsens technologies BV, Enschede, The Netherlands) was 
used to record upper body kinematics at 60 Hz. Eleven sensor units were placed on the head, 
sternum, pelvis, shoulders, upper arms, forearms and hands following the recommendations 
by Xsens. Anatomical measurements and calibrations were performed according to the 
procedures provided by Xsens. Data acquisition was done via the accompanying software 
(MVN Studio 4.2, Xsens technologies BV, Enschede, Netherlands) which calculates the 
kinematic data. Thirty joint angles: the 3D angle configurations of wrist (2: left&right), elbow 
(2), shoulder (2) and 4 column angles: C1-Head, T1-C7, T9-T8, L5-S1, were considered for 
further analysis. All joint angles were expressed in local coordinate systems following the 
guidelines of the International Society of Biomechanics (Wu et al., 2005)
Data Analysis
Touch screen data (XY coordinates) of the fingertip positions realized during the 5-minutes 
task were used to quantify the end-point variability. We used the standard measure of 
variable error (VE), which was defined as the mean distance of all movement end-points to 
the mean end-point (Gordon et al.,1994). For further calculations we determined for each 
participant the mean of VE for all four targets (VEm). One subject was excluded from this 
analysis since data were missing. 
 Xsens data were used to investigate other types of variability and local dynamic stability, 
which were the primary interest in the present study. For this purpose, a PCA was applied 
using the 30 joint angles as 30-dimensional input vectors. Prior to data analysis, the first 
5 s were excluded from the raw data set, to avoid analyzing settling-in behavior. For each 
trial, every angle vector was normalized by subtracting the trial-mean. Then a single input 
matrix was created with the normalized vectors as columns and the data of all subjects and 
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both conditions (M, M+C) concatenated vertically. Finally, a single PCA was calculated on this 
combined input matrix to facilitate direct comparisons between participants (Federolf 2016; 
Gløersen et al., 2017). The first 3 principal components (PCs) were considered for the analysis 
of postural reconfigurations which reflect the movement variability related to the volunteer’s 
postural changes ( see also Longo et al., 2018b). The first principal component was further 
examined for the analysis of cycle-to-cycle variability and local dynamic stability in repetitive 
cycles. All calculations in the current study were implemented in Matlab R2015a (MathWorks 
Inc., Natic, MA, USA).
Postural reconfigurations
Changes in the postural configuration (Figure 2) were determined by first defining the trends 
of the first 3 PCs (black lines) through a low pass filter (Butterworth filter; cut-off: 0.1 Hz). Then, 
the trends were used to classify four phases: events – interruptions or unusual movements 
during the execution of the task; transitions - rapid changes from a postural configuration to 
another; non-stationary phases - gradual changes between postural configurations; quasi-
stationary phases - unchanging postural configurations. In particular, events were defined by 
subtracting each trend from its PC; an event was marked if the deviation of the PC-time series 
from its trend was lower than half its total average (i.e. pause within the repetitive task), or 
if it exceeded two times its total average (e.g. unusual movement). The slope of the trends 
underlying the residual time periods were used to delineate transitions, non-stationary, and 
quasi-stationary phases, respectively. Specifically, transitions were defined if the absolute 
value of the slope for a minimum of 100 samples exceeded a threshold of 0.1 and non-
stationary phases if the absolute value of the slope for a minimum of 300 samples exceeded 
a threshold of 0.02. Thresholds and number of samples used were specific for our setup and 
best identified the four phases. Time periods that were not allocated to any of the former 
phases were marked as quasi-stationary phases. If a criterion for any of the phases was met 
in one PC, then this period was delineated accordingly in all PC time series (Figure 2). For 
further comparisons, the cumulated duration per minute of each phase (D) was calculated. 
Thus, for each condition (M, M+C) four dependent variables were defined: De(events), Dt 
(transitions), Dns (non-stationary phases), Dqs (quasi-stationary phases).
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Figure 2. Representative data set of a 5 minute trial of the motor (M) and the motor+cognitive (M+C) trial of one 
arbitrarily selected volunteer: the first 3 PCs are shown. The tapping movement between two pairs of targets is 
printed as a colored line, respectively quasi-stationary phases (cyan), non- stationary phases (green), transitions 
(red). The black line represents the low pass-filtered underlying trend
Cycle-to-cycle variability
Thirty consecutive cycles were selected in the PC1-time series in a quasi-stationary phase 
(Figure 3a). The cycles selected corresponded to the first quasi-stationary phase of at least 
30 cycles i.e. longest consecutive cycles that could be detected among all participants and 
both conditions in the relevant time periods.  A cycle was defined as a back and forward 
movement, starting from the targets closer to the body. The starting points of the cycles 
corresponded to the local maxima of PC1. Spatial (SDC) and temporal (SDT) variability were 
calculated on the 30 selected cycles. SDC was calculated by first interpolating each cycle 
such that it was represented by 100 samples (i.e. expressed in percent). For each sample, 
the standard deviation between cycles was determined. Finally, the mean of the standard 
deviations over the whole cycle was calculated. SDT  was assessed as the standard deviation of 
the movement duration between cycles. The mean of the movement duration (Tm ) between 
the 30-selected cycles was also assessed as a control measure.
Local dynamic stability
The largest Lyapunov exponent (LyE) was calculated for the same 30-cycles selected in the 
PC1-time series. LyE is a measure of local dynamic stability, which quantifies the exponential 
rate of separation of neighboring trajectories of the attractor. LyE was calculated by first 
constructing a state space representation of the time series (Figure 3b). The time delay 
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(τ) was determined using the average mutual information (AMI; Fraser and Swinney 1986) 
and the embedding dimension (m) using a false nearest neighbor algorithm (Kantz, 1994) 
. Therefore, m = 2 and τ = 9 were selected. Finally, LyE values were calculated for the time 
series using Wolf’s algorithm (Wolf et al.,1985; Buzzi et al., 2003). 
Statistical analysis
To determine changes in the postural configuration, the cumulated duration per minute of 
each phase (De, Dt, Dns, Dqs) was compared between the two conditions (M, M+C). As the data 
were not normally distributed, a Wilcoxon signed-rank test was used. Variables De, Dt, Dns 
are independent and were analyzed applying a Šidák correction for multiple comparisons, 
thus reducing the α-level for statistical significance to α=0.0174. For completeness, also 
variable Dqs, which directly depends on the other variables (Dqs = 60 sec – [De+Dt+Dns]) was 
analyzed; also applying the corrected α-threshold of α=0.0174.  For the analysis of cycle-
to-cycle variability, local dynamic stability and end-point variability the data were normally 
distributed, therefore a paired-samples t-test was used to compare SDC, SDT, Tm, LyE, and VEm 
for both conditions. Here, the α-level for statistical significance was set to α=0.05. Statistical 
analyses were performed using SPSS Version 22 (IBM, Chicago, IL, USA).
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Figure 3. a) Representation of PC1 of the motor (M) and the motor+cognitive (M+C) trial of one arbitrary selected 
subject. The enlargement shows 30 cycles selected in the quasi-stationary phases for the analysis of cycle-to-cycle 
variability. b) State-space representation of 30 cycles of the same representative subject for the analysis of the 
largest Lyapunov exponent
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RESULTS 
Results of the principal component analysis
Principal components 1-3 represented 44.9, 16.9, and 9.9% of the overall variance in the 
kinematic data, respectively. Figure 2 shows an example of the first 3 PC-score time series of 
the M and M+C trial for one selected subject. The first principal component (PC1) represented 
the movement component containing the largest variance and, in the current study, PC1 
was dominated by the cyclic movement pattern of the task. PC2 and PC3 represent variance 
orthogonal to PC1 and were largely affected by postural reconfigurations of the subjects.   
Changes in the postural configuration
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Figure 4. a) Box plots of cumulative duration per minute of events (De; magenta), transitions (Dt; red) , non-stationary 
phases (D
ns ; 
green) and quasi-stationary phases (D
qs; 
cyan) for the motor (M) and the motor+cognitive (M+C) trial; b) 
Box plots of spatial variability (SDC) and temporal variability (SDT) for M and M+C; c) Box plot of the largest Lyapunov 
exponent (LyE) for M and M+C. Significant between conditions effects are indicated by an asterisk
Motor task versus Motor + Cognitive task
With respect to endpoint variability, a statistical trend was observed in VEm which decreased 
in the M+C (9.34 [±3.22] mm) compared to the M (11.01 [±3.78] mm) trials [t(11) = 1.83, P= 
0.095, d = 0.48]. Postural reconfigurations (Figure 4a) revealed a significant main effect in Dqs 
which was higher in the M+C than in the M trial [Z = 2.43, P = 0.015, r = 0.67]. A statistical 
trend was found in Dt [Z = 2.02, P = 0.043, r = 0.56], indicating more frequent changes in the 
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M than in the M+C trial. No significant differences between conditions were found in Dns [Z = 
1.73, P = 0.084, r = 0.48] and in De [Z=0.67, P = 0.5, r = 0.19]. 
 Cycle-to-cycle variability (Figure 4b) revealed a significant main effect between 
conditions in SDT [t(12) = 2.39 , P= 0.036, d = 0.75] indicating higher temporal variability in 
the M+C than in the M trial. However, no significant differences between conditions were 
observed in SDC [t(12) = 0.45 , P= 0.664 , d = 0.16] and in Tm [t(12) = 1.24 , P= 0.239 , d = 0.33]. 
Local dynamical stability (Figure 4c) decreased in the M+C as compared to the M trial as 
reflected by LyE [t(12) =2.36 , P = 0.036, d = 0.6]. 
DISCUSSION
The current pilot study explored the effects of a concurrent cognitive task on different types 
of movement variability i.e. end-point variability, postural reconfiguration, cycle-to-cycle 
variability, and on the local dynamic stability, i.e. largest Lyapunov exponent, in a sustained 
repetitive upper-extremity motor task. In agreement with our hypothesis and the view that 
tasks that demand more resources are less stable, the local dynamic stability decreased 
under dual-task conditions (Figure 4c). However, the effects of the secondary cognitive 
load on different types of movement variability revealed contrasting results as compared to 
earlier studies that used different variability measures (Beauchet, et al., 2005; Hollman et al., 
2007). Temporal variability increased (Figure 4b), suggesting that the cognitive task caused 
interference due to the competition for attentional resources necessary for the motor task. 
The increase of temporal variability with an additional cognitive load is in line with dual-
task interference effects reported earlier (Dubost et al., 2006; Beauchet et al., 2005). Spatial 
variability was not affected by the counting task and the end-point variability marginally 
decreased. Simultaneously, the incidence of postural reconfigurations significantly decreased 
in the dual-task condition (Figure 4a), indicating that participants adopted fixed postures for 
longer periods of time. Since motor variability has been purported as beneficial for avoiding 
overuse injuries and pain (Bartlett et al. 2007; Srinivasan and Mathiassen 2012), the decrease 
in postural readjustments due to dual tasking may constitute a risk factor for MSDs.
 The postural readjustment results may be interpreted from the viewpoint of dynamical 
systems theory as follows. Generally, in dual task-paradigms the challenge for a motor system 
performing movements and a cognitive task is to adapt to the secondary task demands 
without reducing the quality of movement performance. The main purpose of a dynamical 
system then is to reach or maintain global stability. Goal-directed actions are supported by 
reducing the number of biomechanical degrees of freedom of the motor system through 
the formation of functional synergies affording preferred and stable coordination patterns. 
However, a stable system does permit flexible and adaptive motor behavior, encouraging free 
exploration of coordination changes to be able to acquire different stable motor solutions 
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over time, a mechanism known to enhance motor learning (Glazier et al., 2003). Now if the 
motor system is perturbed due to a concurrent cognitive task, as we observed in the current 
study, local stability may be reduced. A dynamical movement system can try to attenuate 
local fluctuations and maintain a stable coordination pattern by adopting another functional 
solution or coordination mode that suits the dual-task constraints better. The result of this 
process may be that the system is constrained at the joint level thus reducing the incidence 
of postural reconfigurations.
 A novelty of the present study is the application of PCA for the assessment of different 
types of variability and local dynamic stability. Using this approach, we moved away from 
quantifying the variability of isolated joints by a limited number of pre-selected kinematic 
variables, and instead, moved towards metrics such as postural reconfigurations of the whole 
upper-body which allowed us to capture complex multijoint coordination and thus provide 
a fuller account of multijoint cyclical movements while coping with a cognitive load. Further, 
we attempted to better understand what distinct parameters measuring variability and 
stability reflect in sustained upper-extremity motion. Our results show that LyE and temporal 
variability reflect unwanted fluctuations in performance due to reduced control with an 
increase in task difficulty. The incidence of postural reconfigurations, however, reflects a 
potential beneficial variability due to the dynamics of the human movement system. Another 
benefit of distinguishing between different types of variability by means of PCA is that the 
LyE can then be calculated on quasi-stationary phases. Stationarity of the underling time 
series is a prerequisite for this calculation, but in human movement studies this stationarity 
is often difficult to define. However, one limitation of this approach was that the number 
of consecutive cycles needed for the calculation of LyE was limited by the occurrence of 
postural reconfigurations, nonetheless the length selected is considered adequate for the 
analysis (cf. Wolf et al., 1985). Further, due to the novelty of the current approach and the 
low sample size, our findings need to be taken with caution. 
In conclusion, the current findings suggest that under cognitive demands the temporal 
variability and dynamic instability of cyclical arm movements increase. Simultaneously, at 
the postural level, cognitive loads led to a decreased incidence of postural reconfigurations. 
Particularly for the prevention of MSDs this reduced postural variability should be carefully 
monitored since postural reconfigurations may play a role in the prevention of overuse 
injuries.
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CHAPTER 5
BIOMECHANICS IN A PCA-BASED POSTURE SPACE: 
PROPERTIES AND RELEVANCE OF PRINCIPAL 
ACCELERATIONS FOR CHARACTERIZING 
MOVEMENT CONTROL 
Adapted from: 
Longo A., Haid T., Meulenbroek R., & Federolf P. 
(submitted to Journal of Biomechanics). Biomechanics in a PCA-based posture space: 
properties and relevance of principal accelerations for characterizing movement control
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ABSTRACT
Human movements, recorded through kinematic marker data, can be described by means of 
principal component analysis (PCA) through a small set of variables that represent correlated 
marker movements. The PC-eigenvectors then form a basis in the associated vector space 
of postural changes. Similar to 3D movements, the kinematics in this posture space can be 
quantified through ‘principal’ positions (PPs), velocities (PVs) and accelerations (PAs). The 
PAs represent a novel and particularly relevant set of variables which characterizes neuro-
muscular control. The aim of the current technical note was to (1) compare the variance 
explained by PAs with the variance explained by PPs; (2) clarify the relationship between PAs 
and marker accelerations; and (3) compare PA1 variability with the local dynamic stability 
(largest Lyapunov exponent, LyE) of PP1. A PCA was applied on 3D upper-body positions 
collected by an Xsens inertial sensor system as nineteen volunteers performed a bimanual 
repetitive task. The main finding revealed that the PP-explained variance considerably 
differed from the PA-explained variance, indicating that the latter should be considered 
when reducing the dimensionality in postural movement analysis through a PCA. Further, the 
current study formally established that the acceleration curves obtained from differentiation 
of segment positions and from linear combinations of PAs are identical. Finally, a strong 
correlation, r(17)=0.94, p<0.001, was observed between the cycle-to-cycle variability in PA1 
and the LyE calculated for PP1, supporting the notion that PA variability and LyE share some 
of the information they provide about the control of the analyzed motion.
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INTRODUCTION 
A growing number of biomechanical studies apply principal component analysis (PCA). 
The main purposes of PCA are (1) to detect patterns of correlated variation in the data and 
(2) to reduce the dimensionality in the data, i.e. to describe the system with a small set of 
orthogonal variables that represent a large fraction of the variance in the data. There are 
many ways to apply PCA, for example, as a tool for waveform analysis (Deluzio and Astephen, 
2007; Robertson et al., 2013), to analyze full movement cycles (Federolf et al., 2013a; Zago et 
al., 2017c; Eskofier et al.,2013), or to detect synergies in EMG data (Bolger et al., 2016; Ting 
and Macpherson, 2005).
 The current study focuses on the analysis of kinematic marker data that have been 
interpreted as a high-dimensional posture vector (Troje, 2002; Daffertshofer et al. 2004; Verrel 
et al. 2009). Human movement, recorded through kinematic marker data, then corresponds 
to variations in these posture vectors. Expressing 3D postural movements in the PCA-spanned 
basis of this posture space allows to represent the movement as a linear combination of few, 
one-dimensional movement patterns sometimes called “principal (postural) movements, 
PMs” (Federolf, 2013; Federolf et al., 2014). If the data are centered, normalized (e.g. using 
the mean Euclidean distance (Federolf, 2013), and weighted (Gløersen et al.,2017), then 
between-subject comparisons of PMs become possible (Haid and Federolf, 2018; Zago 
et al., 2017a). Furthermore, similar to conventional biomechanics, the kinematics of the 
postural movements are then defined through “principal positions” PP
k
(t) – characterizing 
the momentary posture, “principal velocities” PV
k
(t) – characterizing the change in posture, 
and “principal accelerations” PA
k
(t) – characterizing the accelerations that produce postural 
changes (Federolf, 2016). 
 The PAs are a particularly interesting, novel set of variables that, on the one hand, 
allow to explore kinetic aspects of postural movements, for example, to predict the center 
of pressure motion from postural movements (Federolf, 2016). On the other hand, since 
muscles produce (or prevent) posture-changing accelerations, PAs can also be seen as 
variables reflecting neuro-muscular control (Haid et al., 2018; Promsri et al., 2018). A point of 
interest could therefore be to compare the properties of the PAs with other variables used to 
characterize the motor control system. For example, the maximum Lyapunov exponent (LyE) 
is frequently calculated to characterize local dynamic stability of the neuromuscular control 
system (Dingwell et al., 2001; Stergiou and Decker, 2011). The LyE calculated on PP1 (Federolf, 
et al. 2012; Longo et al.,2018a) should be related to the cycle-to-cycle variability in PA1, since 
larger LyE, i.e. less regular and less predictable movements, imply more variability in the 
accelerations producing these movements.   
 The purpose of the current technical note was to (1) compare the acceleration variance 
explained through the PAs with the variance in the original marker data explained through 
the PPs; (2) clarify the relationship between PAs and marker accelerations; and (3) test the 
hypothesis that the LyE calculated for PP1 is related to the cycle-to-cycle variability in PA1.   
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METHODS
Participants, Procedures and Equipment
The data for the current technical note was taken from a previously reported study (Longo, et 
al., 2018b). In brief, nineteen healthy participants [12 females; age 30y (SD: 10.1y) ] performed 
repetitive tapping movements for 15 minutes between two pairs of visually presented targets 
on a multi-touch screen, executed with both hands, simultaneously and in phase. All subjects 
were required to touch the targets as fast and as accurate as possible. All participants 
provided written informed consent and the study was approved by an institutionalized ethics 
review board. 
 Four targets of 27 mm in diameter were presented on a touch screen (ProLiteIiyama, 
Iiyama Corporation, Tokyo, Japan), with a between-target distance of 125 mm in anterior 
direction and a distance of 155 mm between the targets of the two hands. An upper-body 
MVN motion capture system (Xsens technologies BV, Enschede, The Netherlands) consisting 
of 11 inertial sensors (3D gyroscope, 3D accelerometer and 3D magnetometer) was used to 
record the kinematics at 60 Hz. Data acquisition was done via the accompanying software 
(MVN Studio 4.2, Xsens technologies BV, Enschede, Netherlands). MVN Fusion Engine 
provided an output of the full kinematics of each segment: position, velocity, and acceleration. 
The current study used the position and acceleration data of 11 segments: pelvis, T8, head, 
shoulder (2:left&right),upper arm (2), forearm (2) and hand (2). All further data processing 
was conducted in Matlab (The MathWorks Inc., Natick, MA, USA).
DATA ANALYSIS
PCA and kinematics in posture space
A PCA was performed in analogy with previous studies (Troje, 2002; Daffertshofer et al.,2004). 
The 3D coordinates (x,y,z) of all segments at a given time t were expressed as a posture vector: 
p(t)= [x1(t),y1(t),z1 (t),x2 (t),…,ys (t),zs (t)], where s is the number of segments. The p(t) were 
normalized by subtracting the subject-mean pn(t) = p(t) - 
subjp
mean
. Then the pn(t) of all 
subjects were concatenated into a 342000x33 matrix [participants (19) * trial duration (5 
min) * measurement frequency (60 Hz) x number of segments (11) * 3D (x,y,z)],  which was 
submitted to the PCA. The PCA output provides a set of orthogonal eigenvectors PC
k
 a set 
of associated eigenvalues EV
k
 and a set of scores PP
k
(t) [k = order of PM]. The whole set of 
eigenvectors PC
k
 form an orthonormal basis in posture space, where each eigenvector PC
k 
represents a specific pattern of correlated segment movements. The scores PP
k
(t) quantify 
the subject’s postural movements (i.e. postural positions as a function of time) with respect 
to the basis spanned by the associated PC
k
 (Federolf et al., 2013b). The first and second time 
derivatives of PP
k,
 PV
k 
= ddt  PPk, and PAk = 
d2
dt2
 PP
k
 quantify the ‘principal velocity’ and ‘principal 
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acceleration’ (Figure 1), respectively. In the current study, the PP
k
 were not filtered before 
differentiating, since the Xsens system outputs filtered position data.
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Figure 1. Visual representation of the postural changes (left) and principal position PP
k
(t) and principal acceleration 
PA
k
(t) time series (right) for principal movements PMs,  k= 1,2,3,6.  
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Principal movements and variance explained by PP
k
 and PA
k
The eigenvalues EV
k
 calculated through the PCA represent the variance explained by each 
associated eigenvector. Often the explained variance is considered as a criterion for the decision 
of how many principal components need to be considered in the analysis (Daffertshofer et 
al., 2004). In case of concatenated data from several subjects, a subject-specific explained 
relative variance, PP_rVAR
k
, can be calculated from the PP
k
 of each subject (Zago et al.,2017b; 
Federolf et al., 2013b). In the current study we also calculated the corresponding explained 
relative variance for  postural accelerations, PA_rVAR
k
,  i.e. the contribution of each PA
k
 to the 
overall acceleration variance of each subject. 
Relationship between segment movements in 3D and PM-movements in 
postural space
Each of the j columns in the original posture vector p(t) represents the position of the specified 
segment coordinate j in 3D space. Hence, at any given time t each original segment coordinate 
can be reconstructed from a linear combination of the scores PP
k
(t), the eigenvectors PC
k
 and 
the subject-mean subjp
mean
.
pj (t)=(
subjpmean)j+∑k=1 PPk (t)  PCj,k
Similarly, the acceleration of a specific segment coordinate aj (t) can be expressed as a linear 
combination of the PA
k
(t) and their eigenvectors PC
j,k
.
aj (t)=∑k=1PAk (t)  PCj,k
A formal derivation of the latter equation is attached in the Appendix
Relationship between PA and LyE
For each subject, 100 cycles of PP1(t) were selected. The PP1(t)-amplitude was normalized 
to unit standard deviation. To characterize the local dynamic stability of this time series, 
the maximum Lyapunov exponent, LyE, was calculated by applying Wolf’s algorithm (Wolf 
et al.,1985), which involves a state space representation of the time series (Figure 3). The 
parameters time delay (t = 9) and embedding dimension (m= 2) were determined using the 
average mutual information (AMI; Fraser and Swinney 1986) and the false nearest neighbor 
algorithms (Kantz, 1994), respectively.  The amplitude-normalized PP1-time series were also 
double differentiated to obtain PA1. The between-cycle variability (SDC) of PA1 and the LyE 
of PP1 were calculated for comparisons (Figure 3). SDC was determined by first interpolating 
each cycle (i.e. expressed in percent). Then, for each sample the standard deviation between 
cycles was determined, and the mean of the standard deviations over the whole cycle was 
(1)
(2)
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calculated (Figure 3). Pearson’s correlation coefficient r between SDC of PA1 and LyE of PP1 
were evaluated using SPSS Version 22 (IBM, Chicago, IL, USA). 
Table 1. Eigenvalues EV
k 
and characterization of the first 6 principal movements
k Eigenvalue EVk [%] Interpretation of the movement component 
1
2
3
4
5
6
57.77
19.33
7.70
5.37
2.48
1.91
Flexion/extension of both shoulders and elbows 
Trunk flexion/ extension 
Shoulders abduction/ adduction 
Sagittal plane sway of the trunk 
Elbows internal/external rotation
Elbows flexion/extension 
RESULTS
The first 6 PMs together quantified 94.56 % of the overall variance (Table 1) and represented 
various combinations of arm, shoulder, trunk and head movements (Figure 1, Table 1). PP_
rVAR and PA_rVAR showed substantially different distributions (Figure 2), specifically, PM6 
showed an over-proportional contribution to the participants’ postural accelerations.  
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Figure 2. Box plots of the explained relative variance of postural positions, PP_rVAR
k
, (left) and explained relative 
variance of postural accelerations, PA_rVAR
k
 (right) observed in the 19 participants. For better clarity, only k = 1 to 10 
are displayed (k = order of the principal movement) 
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 The mathematical equivalency of marker accelerations αj (t) with the corresponding 
vector coefficients j in the linear combination of all PA
k
 (equation 2) was derived in the Appendix 
to this paper. As an example, Figure 3 shows this relationship for the coordinates of the hand 
sensor: the acceleration curves obtained from the PAs and from a direct differentiation of the 
position data are identical, however, we observed some deviations from the acceleration raw 
data exported from Xsens (Figure 3). Apparently, the Xsens MVN Fusion Engine algorithm 
applies filters in the calculation of the position data (Roetenberg et al., 2013).     
 Finally, we observed a strong correlation r(17)=0.94, p<0.001 between the cycle 
variability SDC of PA1 and the LyE of PP1 (Figure  4), suggesting that the cycle variability in PA1 
explained approximately 88% of the variance in the LyEs of PP1.  
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Figure 3. a) Movement of the right  hand segment as described by the original position data (thick grey line) and 
reconstructed from the principal positions (equation 1, thin black line) in x,y,z coordinates; b) acceleration of the 
right hand segment obtained from differentiating the original position data (thick grey line), reconstructed from the 
principal accelerations (equation 2; thin black line), and the acceleration data provided by the Xsens system (green 
broken line) for comparison. 
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Figure 4. Representation of 100-cycles of the first principal position (PP1) over time and its space-time representation 
for calculation of the Lyapunov exponent (LyE) in blue. Representation of the first principal acceleration (PA1) and the 
mean ± SD between cycles in red. Two subjects with low (A) and high (B) LyE were selected for this visual comparison. 
The bottom graph shows the correlation between mean cycle variability SDc of PA1 and LyE of PP1 using the data 
from all participants 
DISCUSSION
The most important result of the current study is probably the observation that the PP-
explained variance and the PA-explained variance can exhibit substantially different 
distributions. This is relevant, because it demonstrates that an additional criterion needs 
to be considered when reducing the dimensionality in postural movement analysis through 
PCA: if kinetic aspects of the movement are of interest, then the decision of how many PM
k
 
will be considered should be based on both, PP- and PA-explained variance: there may be 
movement components that are small in positional amplitude, but are carried out fast enough 
to considerably influence accelerations and thus forces acting in the system. In the current 
study, PM6 is an example of such a movement component. Furthermore, this observation 
also demonstrates that calculating a PCA on position data and then differentiating the PP 
to obtain PAs (current approach) is not equivalent to first differentiating the marker data to 
obtain marker accelerations and then performing a PCA on these accelerations.  
  In the current study, Xsens data was selected to establish the relationship between PAs 
and segment accelerations, since the Xsens system directly measures accelerations. When 
considering data from marker-based motion tracking systems, which determine marker 
positions, noise amplification due to differentiation becomes an additional issue to be 
considered. In marker-based PA calculations low-pass filters have to be applied (Promsri et 
al., 2018; Haid et al., 2018). In the current study these filters were implemented in the Xsens 
motion tracking software, but led to differences between differentiated acceleration and the 
acceleration data provided by Xsens. 
  Finally, we outlined a possible application of PAs for motor control studies. While 
the SDC of the first principal acceleration and the LyE of the first principal position do not 
quantify exactly the same aspects of the neuromuscular controller, the high correlation 
suggests that these two variables share a large proportion of the information that they 
provide. One advantage of assessing movement control with PAs compared to calculating 
non-linear variables like LyE, entropy, detrended fluctuation analysis, etc. might be that the 
non-linear calculations require relatively long, stationary time series (Emmerik et al., 2016), 
while PAs can be calculated for every data point. Thus, underlying structures, as visible in the 
PA time series of Figure 4B, can be observed. Furthermore, interpreting the structure and 
properties of the accelerations that produce postural movements might be more intuitive 
than interpreting results from the aforementioned non-linear methods.      
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 In conclusion, the current technical note highlighted some of the properties of the PAs, 
which were purported as a new set of variables that could be helpful in investigations into 
human movement and how it is controlled. 
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APPENDIX
Definition of variables 
Input Data
Data: 
Dt,j = = :st1,1 s1(t1)s1(tT) sN(tT)sN(t1)st1,NstT,1 stT,N
with the marker coordinates j ∈ {1,2,…,N} defined by the column number and the time t ∈ {1,2,…,tT} defined by the row number.
Centered Data: 
Dt,j = s1 (t1) sN (t1)s1 (tT) sN (tT)
where
sj = sj-<sj (ti )>
with j ∈ {1,2,…,N}, i ∈ {1,2,…,T} and <...> represents the mean.
Orthonormal basis of input data:
DN = 1 00 1
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PCA-data
PC-Data: 
=:PPt1,1 PP1(t1)
PP1(tT) PPN(tT)
PPN(t1)PPt1,N
PPtT,1 PPtT,N
Dt,k =
with the time t ∈ {1, 2,...,tT} defined by the row number and principal components number 
k ∈ {1, 2,...,N} defined by the column number.
Orthonormal basis of PC data: = : [PC1, ... , PCN]PC1,1 PC1,NPCN,1 PCN,NBj,k =
with the PC-vector entry j ∈ {1, 2,...,N} defined by the row number and the PC-vector order 
k ∈ {1, 2,...,N} defined by the column number. For simplicity, the text neglects the vector 
entry index and refers to PC
k
 as the vector with order k. (Note: In the formula above, each PCj,k 
is a column vector with j determining the entries of the vector.)
We can write the transposed of BPC as:
Bk,j ' =: PC1'PCN'
with the PC-vector entry j ∈ {1, 2,...,N} defined by the column number and the PC-vector order 
k ∈ {1, 2,...,N} defined by the row number. (Note: In the formula above, each PCk´ is a row 
vector)
The data DC can be computed out of the PC-data and vice versa:
     
Dt,k = Dt,n  Bn,k
n=1
Dt,j = Dt,n  Bn,j  '
n=1
Thus for every entry of the centered data it holds that
sj (ti)= PPk(ti)  PCj,kNk=1
Each of the j columns ( j ∈ {1, 2,...,N}) is computed with the jth entry of all k PC components
(k ∈ {1, 2,...,N}) for every time-point (i ∈ {1, 2,...,T}).
(1)
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Formula for differentiation
Each of the j columns sj(ti) of D represents the time-series with T time points of one segment 
trajectory (one direction x, y or z). For a time-series s(ti) we obtain the velocity (v) time-series 
by computing the first derivative:
v (ti) = = (s (ti+1) - s (ti))  fs (s (ti+1) - s (ti))1
fs 
fs = sample frequency; i ∈ {1, 2,...,T-1}; time-shift of 12   1fs 
We obtain the acceleration time-series by computing the second derivative:
a(ti)= (v(ti+1) - v(ti))  fs = (s(ti+2) - 2  s(ti+1) + s(ti))  fs 
All segment trajectories (j) have their own acceleration time-series:
aj(ti)= (vj(ti+1) - vj(ti))  fs = (sj(ti+2) - 2  sj(ti+1) + sj(ti))  fs 
which can be written in Matrix form:
Ai,j:= aj(ti)
with time-point i ∈ {1, ...,T-2} (time-point=row), marker coordinate i ∈ {1, ...,N}) and time-shift of 
2  12   1fs  = 1fs  .
Data computation out of PP(t)
In this section, we will compute the accelerations Ai,j using the PPk(t) to show that the PA can 
be used to compute the Ai,j. Combining equation (1) with equation (2) we obtain:
aj (ti)
fs
= sj(ti+2) - 2  sj(ti+1) + sj(ti) = ... ... = PPk(ti+2)  PCj,k -2 PPk(ti+1)  PCj,k + PPk(ti)  PCj,k
k=1
N
k=1
N
k=1
N
= [PPk(ti+2)  PCj,k -2  PPk(ti+1)  PCj,k + PPk(ti)  PCj,k]
k=1
N
= [PPk(ti+2) -2  PPk(ti+1) + PPk(ti) ]  PCj,kk=1N  
with i ∈ {1,...,T-2}. The computation of the derivatives of PPk yield:
PAk (ti )=(PPk (ti+2 ) -2  PPk (ti+1) + PPk (ti))  fs
(2)
(3)
(4)
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Comparing the equation (4) with the equation (3) results in:
PAk(ti)  PCj,k = PAk(ti)  PCj,k 
k=1
N
k=1
N
aj(ti) =
with i ∈ {1,...,T-2}. Thus the accelerations can be computed from the PA(t) in the same way 
that the input data can be computed from the PP
k
(t). By limiting k, the PA
k
(t) can be used to 
approximate Ai,j   analogously to the approximation of D
c by the PP
k
(t).
Note: The differentiation results in a time-shift that can be avoided by using the values of t
i+1
 
and ti-1 to compute the derivative at time ti. This would result in:
v (ti)=(s(ti+1)-s(ti-1))  fs
with i ∈ {2,...,T-1} and 
a(ti )=(s(ti+2 )-2  s(ti )+s(ti-2 ))  fs
with i ∈ {3,...,T-2}. This way the index i remains ‘unshifted’, but two points at the beginning 
and two at the end are lost.

CHAPTER 6
GENERAL DISCUSSION
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What is the relationship between movement variability and pain? How is movement variability 
affected by prolonged exposure to repetitive tasks? Do relevant work factors influence 
movement variability? To enhance our knowledge on the role of variability in occupational 
settings, we introduced a sustained task of continuously moving both hands simultaneously 
and in phase between two pairs of targets, which resembles a highly monotonous keyboard 
task. Exploring variability changes in such repetitive task due to pain, time-on-task, precision 
demands and cognitive load is the main topic of the studies reported in this thesis. In this 
discussion chapter, a description of the methodological novelties, current findings and their 
contribution to a better understanding of the mechanisms underlying movement variability 
is provided, highlighting their implications for work-related injuries. 
METHODOLOGICAL NOVELTIES AND CHALLENGES
A holistic approach for the analysis of movement variability
Human movements involve the coordination of multiple joints, which collectively display 
complex, non-linear motion patterns that are mathematically difficult to describe (Van 
Emmerik et al., 2016; Harbourne and Stergiou, 2009). Hence, conventional approaches used 
to studying human motion often yield unsatisfying results. In particular, many important 
aspects in the execution of specific movement tasks, such as stability or variability are still not 
sufficiently understood (Stergiou and Decker, 2011). This thesis aims at overcoming some of 
the methodological limitations, shifting the focus from conventional analyses which typically 
investigate only a few pre-selected variables to a more complete approach which includes 
in the analysis all the variables that characterize the movement (Federolf et al., 2012). 
Therefore, in Chapters 3, 4 and 5, the Xsens MVN BIOMECH motion capture suit, a state-of-
the-art system which consists of several inertial sensors, was used to record kinematics (joint 
angles in Chapters 3 and 4; positions in Chapter 5) of the whole upper-body. A single matrix, 
combining all the information recorded, was submitted to a  PCA (Troje, 2002; Daffertshofer 
et al., 2004; Federolf et al., 2013a) from which only the main three components were selected 
for further data analysis. 
A novel parameter: postural reconfigurations 
Movement variability in sustained repetitive tasks also includes changes in body postures, 
however when assessing the variability of a single segment or joint it is not possible to deduce 
whether a postural change occurred. Therefore, in Chapters 3 and 4, we introduced the 
analysis of variability related to the subject’s postural motion; we refer to this type of variability 
as ‘postural reconfigurations’. To assess this aspect of variability we selected the first three 
principal components in which we isolated four different phases associated with intermittent 
and incidental variations in posture. The phases selected were: (1) events, interruptions or 
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unusual movements during the execution of the task; (2) transitions, rapid changes from 
one postural configuration to another; (3) non-stationary phases, gradual changes from one 
postural configuration to another; (4) quasi-stationary phases, maintenance of the same 
postural configuration. In addition, we limited the analysis of cycle-to-cycle variability, i.e. 
spatial and temporal variability, to a few cycles selected within a quasi-stationary phase on 
the main principal component. In Chapter 4 the same consecutive cycles were employed also 
for the analysis of local dynamic stability as reflected by the largest Lyapunov exponent (LyE). 
 Overall, this approach facilitates the distinction between the two types of variability, 
and has several conceptual and practical advantages. As already introduced by Federolf et 
al. (2012), investigating variability on the main principal components allows, not only to 
extend the analysis at a global rather than a local level, but also to reduce the contribution 
of random noise. Further, using this specific approach the analysis of cycle-to-cycle variability 
has been narrowed to the quasi-stationary phases and, thus was not confounded by changes 
in posture. The latter aspect is crucial since nonlinear analysis (Chapter 4) are highly sensitive 
to non-stationarities (Pincus, 1991; Wolf et al.,1985). Indeed this approach presents also 
some limitations. First, only the first three components were investigated for the analysis 
of variability, yet the residual components could contain important information as well, as 
suggested by Daffertshofer et al. (2004). Further, the phases were characterized through 
threshold values and number of samples which were task specific, nonetheless since the 
parameters selected were properly based on our data, they best identified the four phases. 
Principal accelerations for characterizing neuromuscular control
Principal accelerations (PAs) are an interesting, new set of variables which characterize 
neuromuscular control (Federolf, 2016; Haid et al.,2018; Promsri et al.,2018).  In Chapter 
5 we highlighted some of the properties of PAs and compared them with another variable 
used to quantify the local dynamic stability of the motor control system, namely, the LyE. 
Our findings revealed a strong correlation between the cycle-to-cycle variability of the PA 
and the LyE estimated on the first principal position, unveiling a solid connection between 
these two variables. In fact, larger LyE, i.e. less regular movements, means more variability 
in the accelerations generating these movements.  This result is relevant, since estimating 
movement control by means of PAs instead of LyE or other nonlinear methods has several 
advantages: (1) the analysis of PAs does not require long and stationary time series, (2) the 
underlying structure of PAs can be observed for every data point in time, and (3) the meaning 
of PAs might be more intuitive to comprehend. 
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MOVEMENT VARIABILITY IN OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH 
Pain and movement variability: a bidirectional relationship
Several studies have associated pain with changes in movement variability (Søndergaard 
et al., 2010; Heiderscheit et al., 2002). In particular, chronic pain has been related to a 
decrease in movement variability (Georgoulis et al., 2006; van den Hoorn et al., 2012; 
Davids et al. 2003), while experimental and acute pain has been related to an increase in 
motor variability (Madeleine et al., 2008a), also in line with our findings reported in Chapter 
3.  Nonetheless, the relationship between movement variability and pain is bidirectional. 
Many studies support the notion that a decrease in movement variability may increase the 
risk for overuse injuries (Bartlett et al., 2007; Hamill et al., 2012), and more specifically, in 
occupational contexts, the exposure to work-related MSDs (Mathiassen et al., 2003; Côté, 
2012; Madeleine et al., 2008b). However, this paradoxical relationship between movement 
variability and pain is difficult to unravel, because it is difficult to determine whether a certain 
change in variability is a cause or a result of injury (Hamill et al., 2012) . In Chapter 3 we tried 
to overcome this issue by differentiating between changes in variability which may contribute 
to the occurrence of MSDs and changes in variability which are exclusively a result of pain. To 
this end, we selected for our experimental task participants with early signs of work-related 
MSDs. Due to the fluctuating nature of the disorder at the early stage, a few participants did 
not experience pain during the execution of the sustained repetitive experimental task. Other 
participants instead, encountered pain, and an additional group reported too much pain to 
complete the whole task.  Based on the level of pain, MSD-patients were divided into three 
subgroups. Variability changes observed in the no-pain group could therefore be compared 
to the behavior of healthy controls. This comparison allowed us to eliminate from the analysis 
the confounding factor of pain. Remarkably, our findings revealed lower variability for the no-
pain MSDs group when compared to the healthy group, which is in line with the hypothesis 
that low motor variability may be associated with the occurrence of work-related MSDs. 
Additionally, by comparing groups with different levels of pain which emerged within the 
experimental task, we could associate the observed increase in variability to be exclusively a 
result of pain. However, due to the small sample size resulting from differentiating the MSD-
patients into subgroups, our results are not conclusive yet.
Time-dependent changes in movement variability
Sustained repetition of repetitive movements is likely to affect the variability of task 
performance, due to diverse factors: (1) practice may increase variability due to the freeing of 
degrees of freedom (Bernstein, 1967; Vereijken et a., 1992), (2) fatigue may cause performance 
inaccuracies and increase adaptation strategies (Cote et al., 2008; Selen et al., 2007), and (3) 
attention may also affect variability (Riek et al., 2003)   when it is gradually being reduced in a 
monotonous sustained task performance. Such time-dependent changes were explored on a 
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group of healthy volunteers in Chapter 2.  End-point variability, approximate entropy (ApEn) 
and the standard deviation of relative phase were calculated in subintervals selected at the 
beginning and at the end of 20-minutes fingertips position’s time series. Our findings revealed 
an increase in movement variability during the execution of the repetitive task, which may 
be a result of one or a combination of all three factors combined. Among them fatigue is 
of particular interest in occupational settings, since it is not only an unwanted short-term 
effect, but it is also a detrimental physiological response that could be a precursor to MSDs 
(Rempel et al., 1992; Hagg,1991). In our study, the rating of perceived exertion, reported by 
our participants on the Borg scale (Borg, 1982), overall increased during the execution of 
the repetitive task, suggesting that muscle fatigue played a role in the observed variability 
changes. The increase in movement variability with time-on-task, may be an indicator of the 
flexibility of a healthy system, which helps relieving the load on fatiguing tissues (Huffenus et 
al., 2006; Fuller et al., 2011) or slowing down the  development of fatigue (Falla and Farina, 
2007; Farina et al., 2008; van Dieën et al., 2009). In a similar vein, less complex outputs 
and unchanging movement strategies during the sustained execution of the same motor 
task, may be indices of a pathological system (Hausdorff et al., 2001; Buzzi et al., 2003). 
Such differences in motor behavior were investigated in Chapter 3, by comparing a healthy 
participant group and a group with work-related MSDs. The subgroup that did not report 
pain during the execution of the task was selected for the comparison, since the confounding 
factor of pain could have once again biased the results. In this study, the focus of the analysis 
on variability was extended from the end-effector to the whole-upper body, as assessed by 
both postural reconfigurations and cycle-to-cycle variability. Our findings revealed that the 
control group showed an increase in variability over time, similarly to the results already 
reported in Chapter 2, however the no-pain MSD-group did not. This relevant finding, which 
is in line with our hypothesis, supports the notion that variability might be associated to the 
adaptability of the system and have a beneficial role for countering fatigue and, hence pain. 
A limitation of our studies is that we did not use EMG data to objectively assess fatigue. 
However, this limitation is in our view not critical since the main purpose was to investigate 
changes of motor variability as effect of time-on-task, rather than levels of fatigue induced.
Are factors at work a source for overuse injuries?
Factors at work, such as precision requirements and cognitive demands, may also affect 
movement variability in repetitive occupational work (Srinivasan and Mathiassen, 2012). 
Experimentally, movement variability may be altered by intentionally manipulating these 
factors. The precision demand associated with the task performed by each hand was 
manipulated in Chapter 2, by varying both the size and the distance between targets 
separately. Our findings revealed an inverse relationship between the precision demand of the 
task and the ‘regularity’ the cyclical movements, as reflected by the ApEn. In line with Hong 
and Newell (2008) this relationship shows that goal-directed motions with a high precision 
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have low likelihood of successful performance, thus resulting in a movement sequence with 
reduced variations. Conversely, a task with a low precision demand has a high likelihood of 
performance success and, therefore, allows for higher complexity in the movement. This 
connection between movement variability and precision demands needs to be taken into 
account when designing work-stations which require high levels of accuracy. 
 The difficulty associated with the same bimanual task was further altered in Chapter 
4, by introducing a concurrent cognitive task of counting aloud backwards in steps of three. 
The effects of such cognitive load were explored on distinct types of variability (i.e. end-point 
variability, postural reconfiguration, spatial and temporal cycle-to-cycle variability) and on 
local dynamic stability (i.e. LyE). Our findings showed that the parameters we investigated 
reflect distinct aspects of movement control. Specifically, the temporal variability and the 
LyE increased when the repetitive task was performed in combination with the secondary 
cognitive load, which therefore can be associated to unwanted fluctuations in performance. 
Such changes may reflect a reduced control of the motor activity, due to an increase in 
task difficulty. Conversely, the incidence of postural reconfigurations decreased when the 
secondary cognitive task was performed. Such limited postural changes reflect a rigid motor 
behavior and may constitute an increased risk for work-related overuse injuries.
IMPLICATIONS OF THE FINDINGS IN OCCUPATIONAL SETTINGS
The methodological novelties and the findings introduced in the present thesis may have 
important clinical implications in occupational contexts. From a methodological point of view, 
the use of PCA, leads to a non-restricted approach for the analysis of movement variability, 
because it includes in the analysis the information collected through multiple sensors 
attached to the upper body with the aim to record and characterize the complex movements 
of the entire motor system rather than of a single joint or segment. This novel approach has 
significance for the prevention of work-related MSDs, since it extends the analysis to new 
forms of variability and therefore increases the notion on what are the best measures to 
be adopted to attenuate the risk for injuries. Taking into account findings of Chapters 2, 3 
and 4 jointly, a few guidelines for a proper behavior at work can be delineated. First of all, 
when breaks within repetitive tasks are not feasible to the extent needed (e.g. job rotation), 
increasing movement variability not only between repetitions of the same task (Srinivasan 
and Mathiassen, 2012), but also as postural changes may be beneficial to prevent fatigue 
and therefore, in the long term to avoid pain and overuse injuries. Apart from a deliberate 
awareness in correcting one’s own behavior during the execution of repetitive tasks, an 
excessive cognitive load or stress should be avoided, since it may further limit changes in 
postural reconfigurations. This advice is in line with previous studies that have also associated 
higher levels of cognitive load to higher risks for MSDs (Bloemsaat et al., 2005; Nairn et al., 
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2013). Last but not least, external factors also need to be taken into account; in fact, the 
relationship between precision demands, movement variability and performance should be 
considered in early design stages to minimize risks at the workplace. A major challenge would 
be integrating the analysis of movement variability into the workstation design process and 
investigating the effectiveness of those measures in real-world tasks performed by an operator 
in actual workstation-relevant demands (Gaudez et al., 2016; Srinivasan et al.,2015a). 
SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH AT WORK AND BEYOND
The current findings and methodologies used to investigate the relationship between 
movement variability, the occurrence of MSDs and relevant factors at work raise several new 
questions for future research. Findings reported in Chapter 3 are in line with the hypothesis 
that variability has a beneficial role for the prevention of overuse injuries, however more 
research is needed to assess such a relationship. As follows, the use of principal accelerations 
for the assessment of motor complexity, introduced in Chapter 5 should be employed in future 
studies to evaluate, among others, differences between participants coping with MSDs and 
healthy controls. Further, the approach introduced in Chapters 3 and 4 should be exploited to 
answer to more questions concerning the importance of variability in occupational contexts. 
For example, the relationship between motor variability and changeable personal factors 
(e.g. experience, specific training) or other occupationally relevant factors (e.g. work pace, 
different work-station designs) could be investigated. Another suggestion for future research 
is to further develop such methodological approach into a more generalized one. Hence, 
the same analysis could be applied to other types of repetitive tasks (e.g. lifting a package), 
but also quasi-periodic tasks (e.g. typing on a keyboard), that closely match conditions 
and demands of everyday occupational contexts. In view of the differences reported 
by our participants on levels of pain emerged during the execution of the repetitive task 
in Chapter 3, additional research should be invested into applying a similar paradigm and 
methodological approach as an early detection tool and/or as a tool to objectively quantify 
the severity of MSDs. Vice versa, the same experimental protocol and analysis may be revised 
and used to assess progresses during rehabilitation. In fact, boosting motor variability might 
help recovering patients more effectively and in a shorter period of time as compared to a 
contained use of motor variability (Moseley and Hodges 2006). 
 The relevance of the methodologies used in the current thesis, is not limited to upper-
extremity work-related MSDs, but could be extended to diverse targets and different types 
of overuse injuries. For instance, Achilles tendinitis and patellofemoral pain are some of the 
most common running injuries, to which indeed a similar analysis extended at the whole-
body level could be applied to assess running techniques and differences between healthy 
and pathological behaviors. Additionally in running or other sports involving repetitive 
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movements, using a similar approach to investigate differences in variability between elite 
versus non-elite athletes would be also relevant (Bartlett et al., 2007; Cazzola et al., 2016; 
Hamill et al., 2012). Working towards a comprehension of the ‘optimal’ amount of variability 
can be used to train athletes to reach their maximum potential and at the same time reduce 
risks for injuries.
GENERAL CONCLUSIONS
In a nutshell, our investigations focused on exploiting PCA (Chapters 3, 4 and 5) to assess the 
role of variability in relation to work-related injuries.  Based on our results we can conclude 
that PCA allows extending the analysis of variability to changes in body postures, which 
are not possible to deduce when assessing variability singularly in a specific joint or limb 
segment. Moreover, employing the analysis of cycle-to-cycle variability and LyE on the main 
principal component proved several advantages (Chapters 3 and 4). Another benefit of using 
PCA is that by extending the analysis of variability to ‘principal accelerations’ neuromuscular 
control mechanisms of cyclical tasks can be assessed more directly (Chapter 5). By having 
applied these methodological novelties to a repetitive bimanual task a few conclusions can 
be drawn. First, whereas variability increased as a result of pain, reduced variability may be a 
cause of pain (Chapter 3). In line with this view, healthy participants adopted more variations 
with time-on-task (Chapters 2 and 3) as compared to MSD-patients (Chapter 3). Second, 
precision demands reduced movement variability  (Chapter 2) and a concurrent cognitive 
load limited postural-adaptation strategies (Chapter 4), confirming that occupational factors 
need to be considered when assessing the risks for MSDs. Future studies on the topic are 
needed to generalize the methodological approach and findings to different tasks and types 
of overuse injuries. 
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A popular hypothesis suggests that frequently adopting postural variations and using diverse 
movement strategies when performing repetitive motor tasks at work may be beneficial for 
the prevention of work-related musculoskeletal disorders (MSDs). To better understand the 
function of movement variability in occupational settings, we introduced a sustained and 
repetitive task which intends to simulate a computer-related activity with a considerable level 
of monotony. The task consisted of moving both hands synchronously and in phase between 
two pairs of targets. The same protocol was used in the experiments described in all chapters 
reported in this thesis, with only a few adjustments regarding duration and demands of the 
task.
 In Chapter 2 we explored changes in motor variability in healthy volunteers as a function 
of (1) time-on-task, by comparing performance differences at the beginning and at the end of 
the 20-min task, and (2) precision demands, by measuring adjustments due to diverse target 
sizes and between-target distances. We investigated variations at the fingertips position 
by means of multiple variability measures: end-point variability, approximate entropy and 
standard deviation of relative phase. Our findings revealed an increase in variability with 
time-on-task, which may reflect flexibility of the motor system. Furthermore, the findings 
also showed that the same variability parameters decreased when precision demands 
increased. Thus a proper regulation of spatial precision requirements is an important factor 
in occupational environments. 
 In Chapters 3, 4 and 5 we shifted the focus from the end-point position to the whole 
upper-body to include in the analysis of movement variability the complexity of the multijoint 
effector system involved in the motor task. For this purpose, we used the Xsens MVN BIOMECH 
motion capture suit to record upper body kinematics. A single data matrix, combining all the 
information recorded from the system, was then submitted to a PCA from which only the 
main components were selected for further data analysis.  
 In Chapter 3 we exploited the repetitive task to investigate differences in movement 
variability, and the relative changes due to time-on-task, between healthy volunteers and 
MSDs-patients. Specifically we compared (1) a healthy group and a group with MSDs that did 
not report pain during the task performance and, (2) three subgroups with MSDs that reported 
to experience different levels of pain during the task. The first three components resulting 
from the PCA were selected to investigate the variability associated with the reconfigurations 
of the volunteers’ postures and hence the phases in which the same postural motion was 
maintained. Such, so-called, quasi-stationary phases were selected within the first principal 
component to investigate the cycle-to-cycle variability that occurred during the execution of 
the task. The findings revealed that patients with no task-related pain showed lower cycle-
to-cycle variability than healthy controls, suggesting a relationship between variability and 
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the risks for work-related MSDs. Additionally, the results indicated an increase in movement 
variability as pain emerged, supporting a direct relationship between pain and variability.
 In Chapter 4 we used the same methodological approach adopted in Chapter 3 to 
investigate the effects of a secondary cognitive task on the repetitive motor task, as reflected 
by (1) multiple variability measures: end-point variability, postural reconfigurations and cycle-
to-cycle variability and (2) local dynamic stability as defined by the largest Lyapunov exponent 
(LyE) applied on a selected quasi-stationary phase. The dual cognitive task proved to increase 
the cycle-to-cycle temporal variability and reduce the local dynamic stability, suggesting that 
participants partially lost control due to the increased difficulty of the task. However, end-
point variability marginally decreased and the incidence of postural reconfigurations were 
substantially reduced during dual-tasking. The latter effect may have implications for the 
prevention of work-related MSDs, since reduced variability in sustained repetitive tasks is 
associated with the risk of overuse injuries. 
 In Chapter 5 we explored, in a technical note, the biomechanical features of ‘principal’ 
accelerations (PAs), a new set of variables which quantify the acceleration in posture space. 
Specifically, we investigated (1) the comparison between PP-explained variance (PP= ‘principal’ 
position) and PA-explained variance, (2) the link between PAs and segment accelerations, and 
(3) the analogy between PAs and the LyE to describe a certain motor task. The main finding 
revealed that the PP-explained variance noticeably diverged from the PA-explained variance, 
suggesting that the latter should be taken into account when reducing the dimensionality 
through PCA. Further, the findings formally proved that the accelerations obtained from the 
PAs and from differentiation of positions are equal. Finally, a strong correlation was observed 
between the cycle-to-cycle variability in the first PA and the LyE calculated for the first PP, 
suggesting that PA variability and LyE share some of the information they provide about the 
control of movement.
 To sum up, the research in this thesis shows that movement variability is affected by 
pain (Chapter 3) and several work-related factors, such as time-on-task (Chapters 2 and 
3), cognitive load (Chapter 4) and precision demands (Chapter 2). Therefore variations in 
repetitive motion need to be considered when assessing risks for work-related injuries. 
Further the methodological approach used in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4 proved that PCA 
is a useful tool for the analysis of variability in occupational tasks. In fact, PCA facilitates 
the analysis of changes in body postures, which are not possible to deduce when assessing 
variability on the basis of a single kinematic variable obtained from a specific joint. Moreover, 
analyzing cycle-to-cycle variability and applying non-linear analysis to the main principal 
components, in particular within a quasi-stationary phase, has several advantages, such 
as reducing the contribution of non-stationarities to the analysis of variability. Further, as 
proposed in Chapter 5 extending the analysis in posture space to principal accelerations may 
help acquiring important information about the control of cyclical movements.  
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Het is een wijdverbreide veronderstelling dat tijdens monotone werkzaamheden (zoals 
typen) het regelmatig aanpassen van de lichaamshouding en het afwisselen van verschillende 
bewegingsstrategieën kunnen bijdragen aan de preventie van musculoskeletale aandoeningen 
(MSA). Om meer inzicht te krijgen in de rol van bewegingsvariabiliteit bij monotone maar 
precieze bewegingstaken, is in het onderzoek dat in dit proefschrift wordt beschreven een 
experimentele taak gekozen die gedurende relatief lange perioden, herhaalde bewegingen 
met zich meebracht. De taak simuleerde acties die men vertoont tijdens langdurig werken 
aan een toetsenbord en bestond uit het zittend aan een tafel met beide handen synchroon, en 
in fase, heen-en-weer bewegen tussen op het tafelblad gemarkeerde doelgebieden. Afgezien 
van kleine variaties qua tempo en taakeisen, werd de taak gebruikt in alle experimenten die 
in dit proefschrift beschreven worden .
 In het onderzoek in Hoofdstuk 2 onderzochten we bewegingsvariabiliteit bij gezonde 
vrijwilligers als functie van (1) tijd-aan-taak, door de bewegingsprestaties in het begin en aan 
het einde van 20-min werkperioden met elkaar te vergelijken, en (2) nauwkeurigheidseisen, 
door de gedragsaanpassingen te bestuderen bij verschillende doelgroottes en verschillende 
doelafstanden. We analyseerden de variabiliteit van de (wijs)vingerposities met verschillende 
maten: eindpuntvariabiliteit, entropie en de standaarddeviatie van de relatieve fase. De 
resultaten toonden een toename van de variabiliteit als functie van tijd-aan-taak wat mogelijk 
flexibiliteit van het motorisch systeem weerspiegelt. De resultaten lieten tevens zien dat de 
variabiliteitsmaten afnamen als de nauwkeurigheidseisen toenamen. Nauwkeurigheidseisen 
in spatiële taken zijn in de werkomgeving dus een belangrijke factor om rekening mee te 
houden.
 In de onderzoeken die in Hoofdstukken 3, 4 en 5 worden beschreven wordt de analyse 
van de bewegingsvariabiliteit van vingerbewegingen verschoven naar bewegingsvariabiliteit 
van het gehele bovenlichaam waardoor aan de complexiteit van het effectorsysteem dat uit 
vele gewrichten bestaat meer recht wordt gedaan. Voor dit doel gebruikten we het MVN 
BIOMECH bewegingsregistratie-systeem van Xsens®. Het systeem levert een grote data-matrix 
op met alle geregistreerde gegevens die we middels Principale Component Analyse (PCA) tot 
de belangrijkste data-componenten reduceerde die vervolgens werden geanalyseerd.
 In Hoofdstuk 3 benutte we onze experimentele, monotone bewegingstaak om verschillen 
in bewegingsvariabiliteit te onderzoeken als functie van tijd-aan-taak bij gezonde vrijwilligers 
en bij MSA-patiënten. Om preciezer te zijn: we vergeleken (1) gezonde proefpersonen met 
een groep MSA-patiënten die tijdens het experiment rapporteerden géén pijn te ervaren en 
(2) drie subgroepen van MSA-patiënten die aangaven tijdens het onderzoek verschillende 
mate van pijn te hebben ervaren. De eerste drie componenten van de PCA werden uitgelicht 
om de variabiliteit te onderzoeken die samenhing met aanpassingen van de lichaamshouding 
van de proefpersonen terwijl de repeterende bewegingen gerelateerd aan de taak 
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niet wijzigden. Op deze manier werden zgn. quasi-stationaire perioden geïdentificeerd 
waarbinnen de variabiliteit tussen een aantal bewegingscycli tijdens de taakuitvoering kon 
worden gekwantificeerd. De resultaten lieten zien dat MSA-patiënten beduidend lagere 
bewegingsvariabiliteit tussen cycli vertoonden hetgeen op een mogelijk verband wees tussen 
deze variabiliteit en het risico op werk-gerelateerd MSA. De resultaten toonden tevens dat de 
bewegingsvariabiliteit toenam bij hogere pijnniveaus, wat een directe relatie tussen pijn en 
variabiliteit ondersteunde.
 In Hoofdstuk 4 gebruikten we dezelfde methodologie als in het onderzoek gerapporteerd 
in Hoofdstuk 3, maar dit keer om de effecten van een cognitieve dubbeltaak op de repeterende 
bewegingen van onze experimentele taak te onderzoeken. De analysen richtten zich op (1) 
meerdere variabiliteitsmaten, te weten eindpuntvariabiliteit, posturale reconfiguraties en 
tussen-cyclus variabiliteit en (2) de locale dynamische stabiliteit zoals gedefinieerd door 
de grootste Lyapunov exponent (LyE) berekend tijdens geselecteerde quasi-stationaire 
bewegingsperioden. De dubbeltaak bleek de tussen-cyclus variabiliteit te verhogen en 
de locale dynamische stabiliteit te verlagen, hetgeen erop wees dat t.g.v. de verhoogde 
taakcomplexiteit de proefpersonen tijdens de taakuitvoering gedeeltelijk de controle op de 
taakuitvoering leken te verliezen. Tegelijkertijd echter, nam de eindpuntvariabiliteit door 
de dubbeltaak enigszins af alsook de incidentie van veranderingen in lichaamshouding. Dit 
laatste effect kan implicaties hebben voor de preventie van MSA’s omdat een afname in 
bewegingsvariabiliteit bij repeterend werk wordt geassocieerd met een verhoogd risico op 
lichamelijk letsel t.g.v. overmatig gebruik van de ledematen in bewegingstaken.
 In Hoofdstuk 5 onderzochten we de biomechanische eigenschappen van ‘principale’ 
acceleraties (PAs), een nieuwe verzameling van variabelen die acceleratie in de posturale 
ruimte representeren. We analyseerden (1) het verschil tussen principale-positie verklaarde 
variantie en PA-verklaarde variantie, (2) de relatie tussen PAs en segmentacceleraties en (3) 
de relaties tussen PAs en LyE bij de beschrijving van een motorische taak. De belangrijkste 
bevinding was dat PP-verklaarde variantie substantieel verschilt van PA-verklaarde variantie 
hetgeen suggereert dat met het laatste type variantie rekening dient te worden gehouden 
wanneer de bewegingsdimensionaliteit middels PCA wordt gereduceerd. Via een formele 
afleiding lieten we in de analyse zien dat acceleraties afgeleid van de PAs identiek zijn aan 
de acceleraties die afgeleid zijn van de posities. Tenslotte vonden we een sterke correlatie 
tussen de tussen-cyclus variabiliteit in de eerste PA en de LyE berekend voor de eerste PP, 
hetgeen erop wijst dat de PA-variabiliteit en de LyE van de eerste PP vergelijkbare aspecten 
van bewegingssturing weerspiegelen.
 Samenvattend, het onderzoek dat in dit proefschrift wordt gerapporteerd toont aan dat 
bewegingsvariabiliteit in monotone, repeterende taken samenhangt met pijn (Hoofdstuk 3) 
en diverse werk-gerelateerde factoren zoals tijd-aan-taak (Hoofdstukken 2 en 3), mentale 
belasting (Hoofdstuk 4) en precisie-eisen (Hoofdstuk 2). De variabiliteit van repeterende 
bewegingen dient dus betrokken te worden bij het onderzoek naar werk-gerelateerde 
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MSA’s. Dit proefschrift toont tevens dat de methodologie toegepast in het onderzoek van 
Hoofdstukken 3 en 4, met name de PCA bij de analyse van bewegingsvariabiliteit in de 
werkomgeving een nuttig instrument is. PCA faciliteert de analyse van veranderingen in 
de lichaamshouding tijdens het werken, wat niet mogelijk is met evaluaties van een enkele 
kinematische variabele van een enkel gewricht. Het analyseren van variabiliteit tussen 
cycli en het toepassen van niet-lineaire analysemethoden op de belangrijkste principale 
componenten van bewegingsregistraties, met name gedurende quasi-stationaire fasen, heeft 
verschillende voordelen zoals het reduceren van het effect van niet-stationaire componenten 
op de variabiliteitsanalyse. Tenslotte, zoals voorgesteld in Hoofdstuk 5, is het uitbreiden van 
de analyse naar principale acceleraties een ontwikkeling die belangrijke nieuwe informatie 
over de controle van cyclische bewegingen kan opleveren. 
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